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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Few people agree on a single definition of motiva-
tion, nor do they agree on how to promote it, even though
they recognize that motivation is concerned with the causes
of behavior, its arousal and/or direction. l The theories
of motivation originally included demons, gods, spirits,
and other forces outside the individual. Psychologists
today now believe that human action results from many
forces, including conscious and unconscious drives, physical-
needs, stimulation from outside or inside the body, social
pressures and the learning process, which can add value
motivations such as money, prizes, or status.
The changes in ~ehavior which result from experience
or practice a~e known as the learning process. Learning
,
can produc"e changes in any of the forms of behavior and is
concerned in this paper with changes that result from
~ildred F. Berry, Language Disorders of Children




sensible application of the knowledge of motivation in
order to effect desirable results~l
How to efficiently foster this learning in the stu-
dent with a learning problem is the focus' of this research
paper. In order for learning to occur efficiently, the
following factors must be present:
1. Readiness to learn, which results from a combina-
tion of growth and experience. 2
2. Motivation, which is fostered by activities or
rewards used to increase the rate of learning.
Interest or attention is aroused by pleasurable
activity. Involving the student in active participation
in.the learning process may resu1t in increased incentive
to learn. New learning can be made easier or harder by
what has been previously learned.
General theories of motivation usually identify
sources and describe their operation. The organism seeks
to remove or reduce a state of tension or arousal. 3
lBrian Fr"ieder, "Motivator: Least Developed of
Teacher Roles., II Educational Technology J.O (February 1970):
.. 28-36. . .
2John V. Gilmore states "A student may have basic con-
flicts that prevent him from devoting all his energies to a
consistent striving for good grades, which do not interfere
with his psychometric test performance. n in liThe Factor of
Attention in Underachievement," Journal of Education 150
(February 1968):53.
3william McDougall in M. D. Vernon, Human Motiva-
tio~ (Cambridge University Printing House, Great Britain,
1969), p. 4. .
3
Homeostatic motives aim to keep the body in balance inter-
1
n~lly. Non-homeostatic motives are biological in
character but are concerned with the environment and may be
psychological as compared with the physiological needs
such as hunger or thirst.
Some psychologists such as Freud believe that
organisms tend to seek pleasure and avoid pain; others,
like Montessori or Piaget, state that realization of one's
potential is basic to motivation.
Children who have learning problems often grow up
in an environment that accuses them of being able to do
better if they would only try harder. When the LD child
has tried as hard as he ~an for as long as he can, he tends
to become first, an underachieverj2 then a discipline
problem or school phobic; then, if he gives up entirely
on education, he becomes a school dropout. In the frus-
tration of his need to prove himself, he tends to become
lB. L. Thorndike, C. L. Hull, W. H. Thorpe, D. Hebb,
R. Fletcher in M. D. Vernon, Human Motivation J pp. 10-11,
5.
2James J. Gallagher, Teachin~ the Gifted Child
(Boston: '·-Allyn- and\Bacon" .. ~964), p. 73.
4
trouble to himself and others. It is estimated that seventy-
five percent of children referred to Mental Health Centers'
for psychological help, who drop out of school or are
juvenile offenders, had their troubles start with problems
in learning: ahlstrom found juvenile delinquents to be
three years behind in the basic skills of reading and math.
Poremba stated that fifty percent of the juvenile delinquent
youth referred to the courts exhibited a specific learning
disability. 2
The usual description of an LD child mentions
hyperactivity, short attention span, poor powers of concen-
tration, distractibility, mood swings, perseveration3--all
of which make it difficult for him to have the most basic
necessity for learning to take place--ATTENTION. 4 lvithout
attention as a starting point, the chances of changing his
behavior through learning are negligible. In order to
learn attention, the next lower rung on his ladder of
lC. P. Gilmore l "The Strange Malady Called Learning
Disabilities,n New York Times Magazine Section (March 1975):
section 6, part 1.
2August J. Mauser, "LD and Delinquent Youth,"
Academic Therapy 9 (Summer 1974):392.
3Strauss Syndrome--Janet W. Lerner, Children with
Learning Disabilities (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1971),
p. 19.
4Barbara Bateman, The Essentials of Teaching (San
Rafael, California: Dimensio~ Publishing Company, 1971)~ p.
53. .
5
achievement is motivation, which is concerned with arousal.
How to accept the varied learning problems and take them
into consideration when evaluating a means to motivate pupils
to attend first, and then to achieve according to their
individual strengths and remediated weaknesses, must start
with an investigation of how they actually behave in a
classroom.
The findings of Bryan's study! show that the
learning disabled spend significantly less time engaged in
task oriented behavior and more time in non-task oriented
behavior than their no~ally achieving peers. This is
true even in activities th~t most children consider to be
fun. They may not be ,fun for the LD child depending on
how his problem manifests itself. Distractions always
seem to be present.
The teacher of an LD child, no matter what the
setting, will foster more success if she develops her
ability to motivate this unique student who has so many
stumbling blocks that interfere with his original willing-
ness to learn.
lTaniss Bryan, nAn Observational Analysis of Class-
room Behavior of Chi1dren with Learning Disabilities,"
Journal of Learning Disabilities 7 (January 1974):26-34.
6
In this paper, ~he author has surveyed the research
which pertains to motiva~ion in order to discover how to
utilize the readiness to learn and heighten the incentive
to learn of those who find learning frustrating without
special help. If compensatory techniques for behavioral
difficulties can be developed along with remediation of
perceptual difficul~ies, the educational potential of the
frustrated LD studen~ will be enhanced and his overall
adjustment to family and society may be increased by a
skillful teacher.
Summary
In this section the topic of motivation and the LD
child has been presented as the subject of this research
paper. The LD child's uni.que needs which require special
emphasis on motivation in order to help h~ attend to
a learning task have been pointed out. The value of
increased knowledge of motivation for the benefit of
teachers and their students has been stated.
The next section will di'scuss ~he components of




Motivation is a con~ept--it is an idea to be under-
stood. It is not a concrete object that one can observe.
We cannot examine it or turn it around; nor can we look at
.it from many different angles; we cannot use it in dif-
ferent situations and then evaluate its effectiveness like
we can a tool such as a ruler or a hammer. Or can we?
One way to learn about an idea is to study what
others have written about it so in this chapter, the author
presents a comparatively brief survey of a topic that is
implicit in readiness for new learning. The focus of the
survey is on the motivation of the child with problems in
-learning but must begin with the broad view and· involve the
scope of the whole and the view of the parts before making
the ADJUSTments necessary to narrow the view down to the
desired segment. Therefore, the author has discussed the
theories of some pertinent thinkers about motivation; what
factors make motivation an important concept; 'i'hy it is
necessary; and how it helps to direct behavior as well as
all the variations of behavior.
7
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Motivation has also been discussed from an historical
point of view in its relation to the development of each
-individual. If we are all different in our physical endow-
ments and rate of maturation, it seems reasonable to
propose that we might be different in our motivations, due
to unavoidable differences in our background and history.
In this paper it is shown that motivation is not an entity
that dwells within a person to be let out to "do its thing".
It is a part of what each of us is or has learned to be. •
Motivation is a concept and as such can be taught, if we
can learn how to teach it.
Learning takes place through behavior. Behavior,
in a variety of ways can also lead to learning problems.
This relationship has been reviewed, partOicularly as it
relates to learning disabled children and other underachievers.
There is also a section devoted to research on
analyzing what motivation is, in order to learn how to
generate it in the individual and incorporate it into the
school. This review of research extends into the specific
behaviors that lead to 1earning problems and how to deal with
them based on what has been learned through research.
The author did not propose to present new ideas in
te~ of what has been learned by experimentation. This
research was intended to synthesize known material into a
9
workable, productive plan of operation. The author did
propose that an organized presentation of research might
instill new attitudes in teachers for the benefit of
the students--attitudes based not on theory learned in a
college classroom as an ideal, but a practical way to get
personal results, based on an evaluation of research.
Hopefully, the reader will be led to othe,r reading of
research on topics mentioned by the author. The material
available is too extensive to be reviewed in depth. The
author had done what reading seemed necessary to develop
an idea--enough to substantiate a suggestion and validate
its worthiness to be used--with the proviso that the
teacher always be aware that each student is different and
the results of the action are what make the idea worthwhile--
not the knowledge of an action to be triedJ or its applica-
tion. It mayor may not be suitable for the particular
individual and its value must be judged for each individual
a$ to its appropriateness at "that time.
Why It Is Important
Motivation means many things 'to many people--including
those who develop theories about it. Its value in education,
as being basic to learning, has been recognized for a long
time as evidenced by the following quotes:
10
Itard l s classical study of an abandoned and apparently
defective boy (Victor) was based upon the deprivation
principle since Itard believed that the boy's deficiency
was due to the absence of appropriate sensory stimuli,
and held that sensory perceptions and concept fo~ations
based upon association were the foundations of intelli-
gence.
Like Rousseau, Froebel, Pestalozzi, Herbart and
others, Itard placed a high value upon motivation and
proceeded to teach in terms of the appetites and needs
of the child. He used the now familiar method of pro-
gressing from the familiar to the unfamiliar. He pro-
ceeded to arouse new needs by using experiences which
were based upon reinforcements and rewards and which the
child perceived as useful. Itard evaluated failure in
terms of developmental readiness and he attempted to 1
teach needed skills that appeared to be underdeveloped.
John Dewey wrote in 1913 1 "\Vhen things have to be
MADE interesting, it is because interest itself is wanting.
The appeal is simply made to the child's love of something
else."2
You make a thing interesting by relating it to the
child's present experiences, powers and needs (relevant).
Have it assume a realtionship, a new connection with
what is already significant. 3
Genuine interest is the accompaniment of the identifi-
cation, through action, of the self with some object or
idea, because of the necessity of that object or idea
for the maintenance of a self-initiated activity.,4
lEarl E. Balthozor and Harvey A. Stevens, ~
Emotionall Disturbed Mental! Retarded (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975 1 pp. 17-18.
2John Dewey, Interest and Effort in Education (Boston,





Play and work are both of interest. 'vork has' an
intellectual quality, a remote end in time to suggest 1
and regulate a series of acts. It is thoughtful effort.
In the editor l s introduction to Dewey's book, Henry
Suzzollo-, then president of the University of Washington
said:
There is no such thi~g as compulsory education. We
have compulsory physical attendance at school; but educa-
tion comes only through willing attention to and partici-
pation in school ac~ivities. It follows that the teacher
must select those activities with reference to the
child's interests, ppwers and capacities. In no other
way can she gUarantee that the child will be present. 2
In an historical review of motivation, M. D. Vernon
mentions William McDougal and his idea of behavior being
goal-seeking and purposive. He also differentiated men from
other animals in their instinctive behavioro,by pointing out
the emotional factors in man's actions--flight and fear,
curiosity and wonder~ self-assertian and elation, parental
instincts, and tenderness. 3
Fletcher is described as having the drive be based








J. B. '~atson is associated with the idea of behavior-
ism, whereby reinforcement acted as a fo~ of motivation
in producing and main~aining a conditioned reflex. Generali-
zation might also take place and expand the fear of a rat
to other furry animals. l The behaviorism was passive. You
could predict the behavior given the stimulus. 2
Thorndike brought in the Law of Effect which stated
that "Learning took place insofar as it produced a satisfying
effect tf or enabled the avoidance of discomfort. 3 Skinner
expanded the use of reinforcers to control behavior.
Hull. talked about ftdrives" which aim at satisfying
biological needs as being basic to learning. Thorpe ex-
panded on 1idrives" by talking about their survival value
and also for keeping the body in a state of physiological
equilibrium or homeostasis. He differentiated drives
into those that involved a physiological deficit such as air
and innate drives such as maternal behavior in which no




2Alan Steffen, "Active Tradition: A Convergence of
Maslow's Theory,n Educational Theory 23 (Fall 1973):
3vernon, Human Motivation, p. 10.
4Ibid••
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Woodworth, Hebb and Brown state that drive is a
"general force energizing all forms of motivated behavior. ttl
Hebb proposes that the brain is constructed to be active
and discusses how drive or motivation can facilitate or
.~pair performance through ~he arousal system in the brain.
He says there is a max~um level of motivation for different
types of "tasks. According to llebb, the individual will seek
or be motivated by some slight deviation from what they are
accus~omed ~o, bu~ will avoid ~oo great a deviation. 2
In \"lhite's 11effectance motivation"--the child is
concerned wi~h achieving mas~ery over his environment. 3
Festinger's ntheory of cognitive dissonance f1 states:
People learn when new evidence is observed which
conflicts with pre-conceptions and they are challenged
to integrate all evidence and theory into new 'mental
IIpatterns tJ • 4 .
lVhen incoming st~ulationdiffers from existing perceptions
or conceptions one is motivated to resolve the discrepancy.
lIbid., p. 11.
2
R. Hyman, _T_h....e ~.....-~.......~--~~~-
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
94-101.
3Selma Sapir and Ann Na~zburg, Children wi~h Learning
Problems (New York: Brunner/~Iazel, 1973).
4Leon Fes~inger, liThe Mo~iva~ional Effec~ of Cogni-
tive- Dissonance, cited in R. Harper (ed.) The Cognitive
Process (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964).
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(You recognize a face but the name escapes you--you continue
to try ~o recall the name.)
Piaget describes an equilibration process as explora-
tory behavior which is inherently interesting and rewards
the child if it relates to ~he child's existing mental
structures (schemata). Jean Piaget's concept of ass~ilation
as active incorporation of reality data into the individual's sche-
matic is his explanation of why there is readiness for
learning, II • .• • however, he [PiagetJ regards perceptual
deve10pment as essentially continuous, and he does not
consider that the developmental stages, which are so impor-
tant in his cognitive theory, exist in. the perceptual
domain. ,,1
It seems that the ideas of equilibrium and disequili-
brium constitute most of Piaget's theory of motivation.
The organism-has a basic need to continue contact with
an object as long as adaptation to it is incomplete--
until the child has acquired mastery. There is, in
short, no learning without a proble~.2
Harry Harlow states that the innate drive of
curiosity more likely to operate when the learner's pri-
mary needs have been satisfied. Manipulation drive may be
as basic and strong as the homeostatic drives. "Furthermore,
l Read D. Tuddenham "Jean Piaget and the World of the




there is some reason to believe that these drives can be
as efficient in facilitating learning as the homeostatic
"1
drives."
A. H. Maslow expands on this to say in proposition
number seven
Human needs arrange themselves in hierarchies of
prepotency. Every drive is related to the state of
satisfaction or dissatisfac~ionof other drives. 2
He gives his own view of homeostatsis by saying:
••• homeostasis refers to the body's automatic efforts
to maintain a constant, normal state of the blood stream.
This concept plus the finding that "appetites" (prefer-
ential choices among foods) are a fairly efficient indi-
c.ation of actual needs or lacks in the body make it neces-
sary to revise our customary notions of "physiological"
needs. They are not all homeostatiC--they are relatively
independent of each other, of the organism and of other
motivations but hunger can also be satisfied by drinking
or smoking and is not totally isolatable.3
Higher needs emerge if the physiological need is
satisfied.
Gratification becomes as important a concept as depriva-
tion in motivation theory, for it releases the organism
from the domination "of a relatively more physiological
need, permitting thereby the emergence of the other more
social goals. The organism is dominated and its behavior
organized only by unsatisfied needs. 4
IHarry Harlow et aI, "Learning Motivated by a Manipu-
lation Drive," in David C. McCelland ed Studies in Motivation
~ew York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1955}, p. 132.
2A• H. Maslow, IlA Theory of Human Motivation,"





Maslow's hierarchy has five sets of goals:
1. Physiological needs.
2. Safety--(Need for an orderly, predictable,
organized world.) (Neurotics behave as if
they are afraid of a stimulus.)
3. Love--(Affection and belonging.) (Both giving
and recei.vi.ng.)
4. Esteem of self and others--
Self--strength, achievement, confidence,
independence and freedom.
Others--reputation and prestige, recognition,
attention, appreciation (Adler)
5. Self-actualization--what a man can be, he must be.
The term was coined by Kurt GoldStein and Maslow
uses it to mean lito become every"bhing that one is
capable to becoming." Not necessarily creative. l
Then, Maslow says, "The hierarchy is not fixed.
It is dependent on experiencing satisfaction of the need
so that there is expectation to be satisfied. For example,
cnronic unemployment would lead to d~inished motivation
because of l~ited experience of satisfaction. It is
also possible for a need to be so satisf±ed that it is
undervalued--example--a striker who is heedless of the





Maslow gives two ways of regarding reactions to
deprivation:
1. the basics have been satisfied--person can with-
stand hatred, persecution
2. habituation to deprivation helps one ~ithstand
it. 1
According to Maslow:
Most behavior is multi-motivated. This contrasts sharp~y
with trait motives, i.e.--an aggressive act is traced
solely to a trait of aggression. 2 '
Another ~portant point is that there is a basic dif-
ference between expressiv~ behavior and coping behavior
Expressive--not functional, he is what he is--tenor or
soprano
Coping--functional, striving, purposive, goal-seeking. 3
A man who is thwarted in any of his basic needs may
fairly be envisaged simply as a sick man. A.' healthy man
is primarily motivated by his needs to develop and
actualize his fullest potentialities and capacities. 4
Gordon Allport's "process of 1becomingt. i.s largely
a matter of organizing transitory ~p~ses into a pattern
of striving and interest in which the element of self-





SSteffan, "Active Tradition: A Convergence of Ideas:
Maslow's Theory," p. 330.
18




No-knowledge--the usefulness of no clay in the center
of a pitcher.
of no wall in a door or window
of spokes around a nave for a wheel.
In the Active Tradition, the i.ndividual is the source of
his actions--as opposed to the st~ulus determining the
Response in behaviorism or the extrinsic consequence being
the determinant of an increase in the desired behavior.
Carl Rogers also writes about self-actualization
when he says I1Behavior is basically the goal-directed
attempt of the organism to satisfy its needs as experienced,
in the field as perceived. n2 He gives the example of a man
who strives to reach the "lake" he perceives in a mirage
just as hard as he would a real water hole.
• • • in this concept of motivation all the effective
elements exist in the present. Behavior is not "caused"
by something which occurred in the past. Present tensions
and present needs are the only ones which t~e organism'
endeavors to reduce or satisfy.2
learl R. Rogers, "The Self-Actualization Tendency" 'in





"The organism has one basic tendency and striving--to
actualize, maintain, and enhance the experiencing organism."l
Frances W. Irwin also stresses the situation in which
the act takes place. He emphasizes the "set" which is applied
to the preparatory process of being ready and wi11ing to
make a preference. He states that the forgetting of inten-
tions leads to automatization. 2 He proposes how emotions
can motivate by
1. determining whether an act occurs atall
2. being desired or aversive
ingestion may be the goal rather than reduction
of hunger--appe~ite
3. creating or being associated with desires and
aversions for objects other than the emotional
states themselves. 3
David C. Me Clelland's theory of motivation stresses
that all motives are learned and involve an anticipation
lIbid., p. 83.
2Francis W. Irwin, Intentional Behavior and Motiva-
tion (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1971), p. 84.------
3Ibid., p. 164.
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1of change in the affective state. He differentiates
the anticipatory goal into achievement, affiliation, or
power.
The reader can observe that there are implications
in each theory ~hat lead to different practices when the
theory is applied to'a learning situation but in all cases,
while motivation cannot be directly observed it is never-
the less ~plicit in readiness for new learning.
The teacher must assess the effort he can cause a
child to expend, the interest he can evoke, the capabilities
of the child at the particular time which would enable h~
to learn the lesson at hand. 2
In order to do'so, the teacher must have information
about:
1. the student's learning attitude before, during
and as a result of the lesson;
2. the student's'needs that determine the lesson--
both cognitive and affective;
3. the value the student placed on learning according
to his attitude toward himself and his expectancy
for success.
lDavid C. McClelland, "Notes for a Revised Theory
of Motivation,u in Studies in ~'lotivation, p. 226.
2Amy Lettick, "My Lesson Was a Flop, 11
Acade~~c Therapy (Spring 1974):290.
•
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The following section will review research which
demonstrates why motivation is necessary, even basic to
learning.
'Vhy It Is Necessary
The importance of motivation is in its relationship
•
to the teacher's principles of learning--how and why the
teacher expects the pupil to learn. Learner cites Roswell
and Natchezl and lis~s the psychotherapeutic principles of
teaching.
1. Rapport--understanding, acceptance;
2. Collaboration--teacher and child are involved
in j oint task;
3. Structure--order in environment, routine and
pattern of lesson;
4. Sincerity--honest appraisal, convey confidence;
5. Success--praise, reinforcement, progress records;,
6. Interest--utilize it to activate motivation for
learning.
Harlow states U The l-cey to human learning is not the conditioned
response but rather, motivation aroused by external stimuli. n2
lJanet Lerner, Children With Learning Disabilities
(Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1971), pp. 76-7 • .
2Harry F. Harlow, "Mice, loIonkeys, Men and Motives,"
in McClelland, Studies in Motivation, p. 218.
•
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. Arthur W. Melton lists three functions of motivation
· th 1· 11n e earn1ng process.
1. Energize the individual--make it active.
(Hull-drive)
2. Direct the activity--orient the individual
toward the incentive. Past experience is in-
volved here. Prior learning is utilized.
(Sets, attitudes, interests)
3. Emphasize or select the consequences
Reward--satisfies or relieves the prevailing
motivating condition
(Feed disliked food to a hungry child)
Herbert Birch, in discussing an exper~ent on the
relationsh~p between motivational state and rate of learning
with a chimpanzee states:
• • • the motivational condition of the animal when it
enters the problem situation in large part determines the
aspects of the situation to which it' is responsive.
Consideration of the situational features alone is insuf-
ficient for an adequate understanding of the problem-
solving process. 2
He further mentions the function of motivation in goal-setting,
in utilizing prior learning, and in efficient problem-solving.
He finds motivation a vital f~ctor in limiting distraction.
lArthur lv.Melton, "Motivation and Learning, n in
Studies in Motivation, pp. 424-427.
2Herbert Birch, liThe Role of Motivational Factors in





lVhen motivation is very low, the animals are easily
diverted from the problem by extraneous factors and
behavior tends to deteriorate into a series of non-
goal directed acts. Under conditions of very intense
motivation, the animals concentrated upon the goal to
the relative exclusion of other features of the situation
which were essential to the so~ution of the problem. 1
He advocates intermediate conditions of motivational inten-
sity to allow responses which are flexible. Harlow also
believed this and Uroutinely fed his subjects before
every training session. tt2
Boredom and fatigue can result from low motivation
perfo~ance. Hans-Werner Wendt compared the output of sub-
jects with high and low motivation. The less the subject
works on a task, the MORE TIRED he reported to be. Here
again, a moderately high level of motivation was found to
leave rtenergy" unaffected. 3
In an experiment which demonstrated that value leads
to rapidity in recognition of words, the idea is presented
that perceptual organiztion s~ould be considered as jointly
determined by sensory and directive factors. "There is
l Ibid., p. 438.
2Harlow, "Mice, Monkeys, Men and Motives, It p. 217.
3Hans-Werner Wendt, ItMotivation, Effort and Perfor-
mance,11 in Studies in Motivation, p. 456.
•
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considerable evidence that past experience and motivation
may under certain conditions significantly influence per-
lceptual response."
Past experience is also emphasized in a report on the
educational implications of automation which studied the
problems of the unemployed resulting from machines dis-
placing ·human workers. This author recommends the book
to those teachers who work with culturally deprived and
10w socioeconomic level students. It gives insight into
the problems these students bring with them into the class-
room. In it, one writer comments that
I~Iotivation is the urge to. do one thirlg rather than
another but in educational literature, motivation seems
.to mean something else. It means getting the student
to do what someone else wants him to do. Z
Is it realistic to expect students to stay in school? Is
there the expectation of a job equal to the educational
background? The change in education is not enough; social
change is needed too or school will only raise the educa-
tional level of the unemploye~.3 In this same article, the
lLeo Postman and Bertram H. Schneider" "Personal
Values, Visual Recognition and Recall, II in ~Ic Clelland,
Studies in Motivation, p. 477. •
2Laurence F. Shaffer" nr.fotivation--The Urge to do
One Thing Rather Than Another,n Goodwin Watson, ed. No Room
At the Bottom: Automation and the Reluctant Learner {National
Education Association, 1963)" p. 19.
3Ibid., p. 27.
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writer points out that college students are used as subjects
for experiments in motivation but they have already demon-
strated educational motivation by staying in school.
Francis W. Irwin proposes that dropping out of
school may be the expected thing to do, that there is no
choice involved and anything else would be exceptional.
Staying in school, taking a job may not be a viable alter-
-I- • h· 1na,,1ve C 01ce.
Paul Shea of the Harvard Graduate School of Education
feels that the virtual decision of going to higher level
skills occurs as early as the seventh grade and proposes that
we guarantee able but poor boys in seventh grade college
scholarships conditional on continued good grades and
financial needs. 2 This was successfully tried in the
Philadelphia tiM" program and described by Rebecca Segal in
Got No Time to Fool Around: A Motivation Program for Educa-
tion.-
The National Education Association published a report
,
in 1968 entitled n~~iotivation in Teaching and Learning ft in
which it described motivation as a "procedure of leading
lFrancis W. Irwin, "Unchosen Acts--Their Significance
for Dropouts and Displaced Workers," No Room at the Bottom,
p. 50.
2David C. McClelland, ItMotivation to Achieve," !2
Room a~ the Bottom, p. 67.
•
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students into activit~es where learning can occur; involving
students so they are active and alert; focusing attention
in one direction at a time. ttl It also says "The pupil
is never unmotivated. He is continuously trying to
satisfy some urge. He is sometimes motivated to go away
from rather than toward an experience. n2 Also, "Learning
and motivation are affected by things as they are perceived
and valued as well as by how they are. The way a person
views himself affects how he perceives • .,3 The report
lists major conclusions of seven different self-concept
studies ShO\iing significant positive relationship between
high self-concept and school achievement.
In te~s of their perceptions of self, individuals have
a definite commitment to perform as they do. Other
things being equal, those who do not achieve CHOOSE not
to do so, while those who do achieve CHOOSE to do 50. 4
Also,
Measures of self-concept and ratings of ego-strength
made at the beginning of kindergarten were found to be
l non E. Hamachek, ec. Z.totivation in Teaching and
Learning (National Education Association Association
of Classroom Teachers, 1968), p. 3.
2Ibid., p. 4.
3Ibid., p. 5.
4w. Brookover, S. Thomas and A. Patterson, IISelf-
Concept of Ability, n in R. ?r1. Roth, "Role of Self-Concept
in Achievement,tI Journal of Experimental Education 27
(June 19S9):265~281.
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more predictive of reading achievement two and a half years
later than were measures of intelligence. 1 ,
The report points out the relative assessment of
failure or success as being determined by one 1 s aspirations
as well as by history. A "Cit may be good or bad. A below-
average student may drop out. We have a psychological bank
account in which we deposit success and withdraw failure.
Some have less money in their account than others--some
may have psychological banl~ruptcy.2
P. S. Sears3 found that the children who had exper-
ienced continual success set their aspirations at a realistic
level where success was frequently achieved. The children
who experienced chronic failure either set their aspira-
tions too high in a desire to conform to goals derived for
them by others or were satisfied with the goalsetting itself
for achievement (psychologically unhealthy) or failed to
set goals at all and withdrew.
1,'1. W~ \iittenberg and C. CJ.ifford, "Relationship of
Self-Concept to Beginning Achievement in Reading," (Washing-
ton D.C.: U. S. Dept of Health, Education and Welfare, Office
of Education, Cooperative Research Project No. 377, 1962).
2Hamachek, Motivation in Teaching and Learning, p. 19.
3p • S. Sears, "Levels of Aspiration in Academically
Successful and Unsuccessful Children," Journal of Abnormal
Soc~ial Psychology 35 (1940): 498-536. .
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Behavior--Its Relation to Motivation
The causes of behavior have been of interest to many
social scientists. Gesell and Piaget view the causes to be
dete~ined by the childts development; Freud relates the
causes to the individual's life history and his relations
with his mother and father, the Gestalt school looks at the
setting and seeks knowledge of the situation; anthropologists
1study the society of which the child is a part. Since
the causes of behavior are related to motivation, there is
need to examine what dete~ines why individuals behave in
a myriad of ways. The subtle ways that a child's goals
are oriented from babyhood on are being studied at the
present time. Even a child's toys are under scrutiny.
Boys' dolls are being produced for a ready market' and
girls are allowed to have tools of their own. The role
of the mother and father is being examined.
Clinical studies and investigations of delinquents
suggest that father-child relationships, and especially that
between father and son, may be of considerable etiologic~l
importance to both social and psychological abno~ality.
There is also evidence of first-born superiority in
scholastic achievement as shown in teacher grades.
lJudy F. Rosenblith, Wesley Allensmith, Joanna P.
lVilliams, Readings in Educati0pal Psychology: Causes of
Behavior (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1973);, p. 1,.
2Ibid., p. 84.
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vlliere the individual enters into the family arfects
personality. Results of a study show that the first-born
are more attentive, more conscientious in carrying out
assignments, more cooperative and reliable as pupils. The
great majority of negative teacher con~ents were given to
the second-born subjects. Birth order research may also
eventually substantiate the teachers' aphorism: "The
1first child is brought up, the others grow up." (If a
lack of structure in the home may contribute to learning
problems, this might affect younger children in the family
more and perhaps be a topic worthy of research.)
The family constellation is discussed in more detail
by an author who relates birth order to personality develop-
ment and describes the Adlerian Approach, which lists four
motives relating to disturbing and deficient behavior.
1. to attract attention
2. to demonstrate power in order to defeat the power of
authority figures
to get even or punish~
to display real or assumed deficiency in order to be
left alone and avoid any possible failure. 2
lEdward A. Chittenden, M. Wendy Foan, Diane M. Zwill
and John R. Smith, nSchool Achievement of First and Second-
Born Sibli.ngs, n in Rosenbli-th, Allinsm:i.th and '\V'iJ.liams, p. 111.
2Anita Krasnow, "An Adlerian Approach to the Problem
of School Maladjustment,n Academic Therapy 7 (Winter 1971-
1972):174.
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Since behavior is always motivated, it should be
of value\to study the behaviors that interfere with learning,
with the aim of discovering what motivates the undesirable
. activities~ Perhaps, by analyzing what prompts behaviors
like distractibility, hyperactivity, short attention span,
we can hopefully reduce them and thereby facilitate learning.
In the interest of clear analysis, the author has
reviewed an article about attention problems and the need
to differentiate between distractibility and short attention
span. uIt w~u1d appear to be more constructive to sharpen
our awarenes$ of the differences between the two terms, the
. better to plan for the children of whom we speak_"l After
pointing out many examples of researchers equating the two
terms, the author points out, "Attention span is influenced
by internal factors fl (memories, upsetting emotions, a need
to discover and know, or please an adult, or some other
reward) while UDistractibility is influenced by external
factors" (can (1) flit or (2) fixate on an irrelevant ex-
ternal stimulus to the exclusion of other more appropriate
ones or (3) fluctuate attention from figure to ground). "The
major problem of the child we describe as dis~ractible is
that once he is pul,led away from a task, he is unable to
~ririam Sper Magdoe, "Problems in Attention: Clearing




disengage himself from the distracting st~~us and return
to t.he task at hand."l
To be effective in working with children who demon- •
strate disorders of attention, it is essential that the
adult differentiate between those two aspects of behavior.
'Vhen it becomes clear that attention is influenced by both
in~ernal and external st~uli, teaching procedures become
more clearly defined and far more effective. 2
A review of research on attention highlights its
many factors that have been isolated, such as clarity of an
idea, inhibition of other ~pressions, intensity of st~~us
movement, novelty, associations or temporal relations. ~uld
shock has been shown to increase perceptual efficiency whi1e
severe shock reduces the speed and likelihood of a percep-
tion. It may be that too intense a stimulus, too rthighly
motivating" or too vivid materi.al can ~pede response--
flnot by direct repression but perhaps raise the threshhold
for such stimuliu • 3 Lack of attention
is the result of the stimulus remaining a part of the
background field as opposed to figure. A stimulus can
assume this status simply as the result of lack of rein-
forcement, i.e. lack of association \dth st~uli having
affective relevance to the!organism. Narrowing of the
attention field reduces the amount ~f 1earning--reduces
the range of cues an organism uses.
1Ibid., p. 149.
2Ibid., p. 151.
3Ngaire V. Adcock and G. L. Hargan, "Attention and
Perceptual Learning,tt Journal of General PsychologY 83
(October 1970): 2. .'
4Ibid., pp.249-250.
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(Programmed material would tend to narrow attention and
might not be good for youngsters who need VAKT.)
Gi1more points out the comparison between attention
and concentration. Attention is involuntary while concen-
tration is voluntary. In an inconsistent and ambiguous
environment, the person searching for stability will divert
his attention to more rewarding stimuli and will experience
a short attention span. l In a severely threatening situa-
tion the attention span may be long--a form of perseveration. 2
The uDo Your Best" .syndrome that encourages prolonged atten-
tion in a seemingly unrewarded task may be a factor in
underachievement. 3
In a study employing various distractions on under-
achievers, it was found that subjects were more distractible
when distracting stimuli were close to the dimensions of
the task (spoken letters as a distraction to written letters).
They tended to produce distorted memory.
Distractions did not significantly increase responses made
to irrelevant auditory and visual stimuli, although there
.-1
lJohn V. Gilmore, "The Factor of Attention in Under-






was some increase. The major effect of distraction was
to decrease the number of correct responses made to
relevant stimuli. 1
vfuere attention is concerned, one must begin to discuss
type and modality of the task input as well as type and
modality of the distraction. For example, reading aloud
may be more disrupting to underachievers than music or
pictures, especially when reading is done in small groups
while the rest of the class is working on other tasks. 2
Another writer points out that attention control is
often immediately and severely affected by any type of up-
set•. A commonly observed feature of attentional behavior
under extreme anxiety should be mentioned here: the in-
crease of distractibility that commonly accompanies anxiety.3
Other studies examine how reaction time, as measured
by heart rate, varies with the presentation of a new st~u-
.Ius, a change in the stimu1us or the presentation of a novel
,or surprising stimulus.
Reaction t~e was speeded up and heart rate decelerated
by the use of a stimulant ,drug. Attention to perfor-
mance rather than motor coordination has been 'shown to
improve with medication. Improved concentration seems
to result in suppression of muscu1ar activity during
INancy L. Ricks and Allen F. Minsky, "Sustained Atten-
~~on and the Efforts of Distraction in Underachieveing Second
Grade Children,11 Journal of Education 156 (November, 1974):14.
2Ibid., p. 15.
3Riley W. Gardner, "Some Effects of Severe Disequili~
bration on the Cognitive Functioning of the Child," Academic
Theraoy 2 (Summer 1967):207.
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anticipation ,~~ich may produce the cardiac deceleration.
You cannot conclude that they cannot pay attention--only
that theyldo not do so consistently in laboratory ac-
tivities.
Another study of the effects of medication compares
its use with older and younger boys. ttAt least among hyper-
active younger boys in the pr~ary grades, there appears to
be an increase in the capacity to sustain attention. n2
This study is described in an analysis of attention which
says:
Attention is treated as a unitary trait consisting of
alertness, st~ulus selection, focusing and vigilance.
These investigators developed a motor ~pulsivity task
and reported that children with learning disabilities
had a higher error rate and longer response t~e than
normal control sUbjects.3 ;
A more complete review of medical treatment and its
effect on attention surveys the use of megavitamins and
describes hyperactivi~y as a neuro-allergic syndrome because
of all.ergy and having an "itchy brain" which Vitamin C
helps dramatically as it helps other allergies. Food
lL. Alan Stroufe, Barb~ra Sonies, Winifred West, Francis
S. Wright, ff Anticipatory Heart Rate Deceleration and Reaction
T~e in Chil.dren l",ith and without Referral for LD, n Child
Development 44 (June 1973):267-273.
2Robert Anderson, Charles G. Holcomb, William Gordon ,
Jr., Delmar A. Ozolins, tt!vIeasurement of Attention Distracti-
bility in LD Children," Academic Therapy 9 (Spring 1974):265~
3R • A. Dyb'11an, P. T. Ackerman, S. D. Clements and J.
E. Peters, nSpecific Learning Disabilities: An Attentional
Deficit Syndrome, n H. R. 14yklebust, ed. Progress in
Learning Disabilities 2 (New York: Green and Stratton, 1971).
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allergies are sugGested as lvel.:'... ., It also points out tI'lat
anticonvu15ant;.s lil:e dilantin Cal1- I"lelp. because n in some
children, hyperkin~sis appears to be a substitute fo~ of
~
1 · . b "!' • _ .. ..Lconvu sJ.ve ,e.:laVJ.or. u
In an experll~ent to ,compare the listening behavior
of emotionally dis~urbed pre-school children with lanouuage
deficits, to the listening behavior of normal pre-school
children, it was found that normal children decisively re-
jected the less intelligible sound track but the disturbed
children listened to the less intelligible speech almost as
much as ~he natural sound t.~acl(., It was hypothesized that
the receptive language difficulty may be a cause of emotional
maladaption and not a consequence. 2 The teacher may be
able to train selective listening as a prerequisite to
developing adequate ability to attend successfully.
Dylanan, et aI, studied children with learning dis-
abilities and dete~ined that on ~he average, they take
.10 seconds longer to process each bit of information than'
controls. The hyperactive sUbjects had a shorter response
t~e than the learning disabled. ttlf the child's capacity
lRoy C. 't'lunderlich, "Treatment of the Hyperactive Child,"
Academic Theranx 8 (1972-1973):375-390.
2Bernard Friedlander, Harriet Wetstone, Donna McPeek,
nSysi:;,ema.Jcic Assessment of Selective Lang-uage Listening
Deficit in Emo~ionally Disturbed Pre-School Children,"
~~,~11rnal elf Child Psycholor:y and Pt3:Y'cl>~5~at:,ry15 (1974): 1-12.
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to receive is exceeded by the teacher's rate of giving
information, meaning will decrease."l The tD could be
completely lost in a matter of a few seconds, particularly
since his attention span may be very short.
\vith the LD, the teacher should speal( at aoout half the
nonmal rate of speech, especially when transmitting big
segments of information. Redundancy should be helpful.
The teacher should reward for alert and attention paying
behavior even if performance is inadequate. 2
Dykman believes language can help the student to 'ignore
irrelevancies and recommends thinking aloud as training
for LDs under ten.
A study by Bem on ve~bal self-control has shown that
it can be produced exper~entally in three year old chil-
dren. The experimenter concludes that lack of it is a
learning deficit and that speech can gain new functional
significance by means of a learning procedure that may be
necessary for the emergence of verbal self-control. 3
Dykman says evidence points to an inherited develop-
mental lag as the greatest cause of leal~ng problems a~d
..-
that most parents nave recognized some ~provement with age.
lRoscoe Dylanan, Robert Wales, Tetsuko Suzuki, Peggy
Ackerman, John E. Peters, nChildren \AlitI'l Learning Disabilities:
Conditioning, Differentiation and the Effect of Distraction,"
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry 40 (1973):776.
2 .
Ibid., p. 777.
3Sandra L. B.em, "Verbal Self-Control: The Establish-
ment of Effective Self-Instruction,n Journal of Experimen-
tal Psychology 74 (1967):490.
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He advocates developing
educational programs that will help the presumably
neurologically immature child develop to his full
capacity with a minimum of frU5'~ration-induced
anxiety. It is unlikely that this can be accomplished
in a fixed-age grade system or by anyone technique of
special education. l
Bee measured selective attention in terms of the
individual's ability to "shut out distraction" and it
was found that the parents of non-distractible children were
emphasizing independence training.
They reinforced persistence and made suggestions which
allowed the child greater scope for independent action
and at the same time max~ized the probability that a
child would successfully solve a problem on his own. 2
Margolis did a study that centered on the home
training that related to schoolwork and was based on a
problem that is common with poor students. The parents
habitually asked their child many t~es before getting a
response. This study is particularly interesting be-
cause, as its author states
~nen the treatment approach has been a fonm of behavior
modific~~ltion, consideration \,)f possible attitudinal or
perceptual changes has been studiously avoided. This
study deals with both. The parents kept their own
records and during the treatment period, rewarded the
child for responding on the first request, made h~
. ---
IDykman, "Children with. Learning Disabilities:
Conditioning, Differentiation and the Effect of Distraction ,"
p. 781.
?
"Helen L. Bee, tiThe Relationship Between Parent-Child
Interaction and Distractibility in FOul~th-Grade Children, n
Dissertation Abstracts 25 (September 1964):2024-2025.
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comply on the second request and never made a third
request. Anticipations were given a double reward.
One of the outcomes of the study was that parents'
perception of the child's behavior improved. l
Attentiveness as measured by reaction time has been
shown to improve with incentive. Attentiveness also improves
with age. The task least subject to distractions was also
the one with least improvement with incentive and with age.
ftThe tasl~s in which distractions were most likely were "the
tasks considered most difficult (required either a long
maintenance of attention or a quick readiness to respond or
The ~~perimenter suggested training children in
a reaction time task in order to make a difference in re-
action time.
Changes in reaction time have been shown to be re-
lated to changes in rtsettt •
Uncertainty about when the stimulus will occur or the
possibility that it can occur at any time, makes for a
high level of attention. A regular series makes for a
lOlier level of' attention because of the knowledge that
the stimulus will not occur unti1 a period of time
elapses. 3
lRoland M:. Given" "Elimination of the fMultiple-
Request Pattern' From Parental Discipline of Children as
a I"Ieans of Eliciting a 1·1ore Positive Home Environment, 11
Dissertation Abstracts 35 (January 1975):4249-4250.
2R• Elliot" tlSimple Reaction Time: Effects Associated
with Age, Preparatory Interval, Incentive Shift and Mode of
Presentation,n Journal of Experimental Child Psychology
(1970):J.02.
3Jack Botwineck, Joseph Brinley and Joseph Robbin,
uZ,laintaining Set in Relati.on to ~'!otivation and Age," American
JournD.l of Psychology 72 (December 1959): 587.
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Set is applied to -the pre:-daratory process of being ready
and lulling to make a preference. A forgetting of in-
tention leads to automatization. 1
Attentiveness has also been studied in terms of the
orienting response.
The OR is said to be a non-specific reflex and repre-
sents a diffuse response to any ~ualitative, intensive
or tempora 1 changes in stimuli.
It was found that in no~al children the warning signal had
the intended effect of alerting the subject and preparing
him to respond to the reaction signal. The hyperactive
children also attended to the orienting response and were
able to sit passively and attend to repetitive tone stimuli.
Their hyperactivity was not a s~ple matter of physiological
arousal. The experimenters point out that the type of
situation in '~lich a deficit is observable must be taken
into account. They recommend further research on the
influence of environmental controls and tasl<: demands'.
The implications of hyperactivity for teachers had
been examined by Keogh and shqwn that it is Itnot so much that
he moves' too much, bu~ that he moves at the wrong times and
lIrwin,llUnchosen Acts--Their Significance for Drop-
outs and. Displaced l-lorkers, n p. 84.
~'lil1ard Footlick, "perceptual-1'1otor Training and
Cognitive Achievement: A Survey of the Literature," Journal
of Learning Disabilities 3 (Jan~ary 1970):48.
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1in the l-lrong places. n Tl1.ree hypotheses are presented as
to why hyperactive children have problems in school learning.
1. It is a symptom of an underlying neurological condi-
tion so reduction of activity level per se may not
necessarily change the childts learning patterns.
2. The moving about interferes with paying attention
to the task and taking in information. This leads
to variability in performance and causes £rustra-
tion and anxiety for the hyperactive child h~self.
3. It is an impulsive extreme leading to making many
errors. He responds so quickly 'there is not much
t~e to assess reasonable decisions or solutions--
solutions are really guesses. 2
In order to learn in the school program, a child must
S1t still and attend to the material being presented, and
he must sustain his attention long enough to "take inn the
necessary infonmation; he must also delay his response long
enough to figure out the best or most reasonable answer or
solution; and he must organize and con~rol his perfonmance
to p:ro'duce a Ucorrectn response. It seems possible that
hyperactive children might differ from each other in their
specific areas of disruption in the learning process. As a
corollary, it seems reasonable that teacher strategies might
be varied for each child in order to focus on the part of the
learning process ~ha~ is most ~plicated.2
lBarbara K. Keogh, "Hyperactivity and Learning Prob-





Frustration as a precursor of motivation has been
explored. Frustration in this case h~s been defined as "a
state which results from the non-reinforcement of an instru-
mental response which previously was consistently rein-
forced. ttl This might explain what happens during extinction
when the activity count goes up. It might also account for
the hyperactivity where the subject cannot get satisfactory
results or hypoactivity where the subject removes himself
from activities which produce frustration.
In order to eliminate the problem of having to sit
still, it has been recommended that
• ~ • the child use his entire body to perc~..·Lve. '\Vhen
using audio-visual equipment, the child is expected to
sit still, look and listen. This interfers with his







the child should be involved by interacting
motoricaJ.ly;
a constructive release for hyperkinetic drive as
well as strong motivation for attending;
immediate feedback motivates through positive rein-
forcement;
enhance perception--provide large clear visual cues
linked to auditory. 2
1 Abram Amsel and Jacqueline Roussel, "l·!otivational
Properties of Frustration: Effect on a Running Response
of the Addition of Frustration to the Motivational Complex,"
,Journal of Experimental Psychology 40 (1952):363 •
. 2Florence Shaefer, Morton Heilig, Sherwin Rubin, "Pro-··
ject tfME": A l~e\"l .~Pl~roach to 1'1edia in the Education of LD
Children,n Journal of Learning Disabilities 7 (February J.974):
76.
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~lotivation--How The Individual Is Influenced
After reviewing the theories about motivation, its
importance, how it helps to direct all varieties of behavior,
we are now ready to relate motivation to the individual.
There are two groups of learners who seem to lack motiva-
tion, whose teacher and parents say they cou1d do better
if they would only try harder--the underachievers and those
with learning problems. In many ways they are similar; in
some vital ways, they are different. The slow learner has
deliberately been excluded from this discussion because he
is not necessarily a poor learner.
Slowness can indicate. caution, a desire to be thorough,
interest emphasis on the concrete and physical. A
physical individual likes to DO as much as he can in
thinking through a problem. This is time-consuming.
A word-oriented person can deal with most academic
problems facilely.
Studies have shown that many children who become schoo1
problems have difficulty using verbal symbols, but are
quite successful in coping with actual situations. A
traditional school curriculum depends excessively on
manipulating verbal and numerical symbols. Competence
of youngsters in their home life, trades and service
occupations, use of leisure, and citizenship is likely
to be demonstrated mainly in their ability to deal with
people and mechanisms and to learn from pictures and
drawn plans. 2
The underachiever and learning disabled need help in these
areas.
l Frank Riesman, "The Slow-Gifted Child," in James J.
Gallagher, ed., Teaching Gifted Students, pp. 277-278.
2watson, No Room at the Bottom, p. 91.
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{In a three-year experimental program to help bright
j
underachievers, it was found that the major difference
between achievers and underachievers was in family disrup-
tion and inadequate identification of a boy with a father
figure. The difference was also in satisfaction with school
and school performance grade expectations. The underachievers
were not threatened by tests but had low aspirations and were
satisfied with "not failingn • l
The underachievers felt that their social success
depended on npt being a grind. Their willingness to
work dependeq on their perception of interest of the teacher. 2
The teacher pays more attention to "better" students
and when low-expectation students bid for her approval
she perceives this as being a higher need for approval.
The teacher seems to create the situation and effect the
outcome of her judgment. The teachers do not passively
respond to students but actively initiate the interaction
and influence the studentsperfo~ance.
This is demonstrated in a study which attempts to
clarify the process linking teachers' expectations with
change in the student's behavior.
1Gallagher, Teaching the Gifted Students, p. 245.
2Ibid., p. 247.
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Teachers were more attentive to and spent more time
with high-expectation students, but directed the same
amount of reinforcement to both groups. Students in the
high ~xpectation group talked more, presumably as a
consequence of the teachers· greater attention. Teachers
evaluated the low-expectation students as less intelli-
gent, as having less potential for future success, and
as having a higher need for approval. 1
Aspiration levels can affect motivation as shown by
a study on college students which found that
• • • expressing a level of aspiration increases motiva-
tion. ~fuen knowledge of peer performance was added to
the familiarity with the task, the level of aspiration
was elevated but the level of performance did not in-
crease. 2
If wishing is not the aspect of motivation that makes the
difference l ~hen what other means can we employ to generate
motivation? Perhaps, one clue can be found in the under-
achievers' interest in social success and his expectation
of success or failure. tlChange in expectation is an
important consideration affecting change in motivation.,,3
In a study which examined the stability of the
variables of (1) achievement and (2) social recognition on
the mastery of intellectual~ ~thletic, mechanical and
lMyron Rothbart, Susan Dalfen, Robert Barrett, "Effects
of Teacher's Expectancy on St~dent-Teacher Interaction,"
Journal of Educational Psychology 62 (1971):49-54.
2Donald H. Kausler, "Aspiration Level as a Dete~inant
of Perfo~ance,n Journal of Personality 27 (1959):346-351.
~. T. F~ather, "The Relationship of Persistence at
a Task to Expectation of Success and Achievement Related
Motives," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology
63 (1961):561.
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artistic skills, the experimenters attempted to differentiate
between the two variables. They, therefore, evaluated the'
degree to which the individual's mastery-action was directed
at satisfaction of an internal standard of excellence in
order to gain self-approval (achievement motivation) in
contrast to seeking approval from the social environment
(recognition motivation). Results: A high positive
correlation was found.
This interdependence suggests that it may be ~possible
to measure the desire to ~prove at a skill independent
of the individual's desire for social recognition for
this improvement, -for the middleclass. 1
Also, there is stability in striving for intellectual
ma~tery from the school years through early adulthood but
• • • the persistence with s~ple sensori-motor tasks
during the first two-three years of life is not an in-
dex of future intellectual achievement strivings. The
two-year-old who will sit for twenty minutes trying to put
a peg in a hole is not necessarily the ambitious scholar
of the fifth grade. 2 '
Underachievers have been found to be highly emotional
individuals and have an affective judgment on items to be
;
learned and learn best what they like best.
This "emotionalized" side to human learning has not
been given much attention as a basic explanatory
lHoward A. Moss and Jerome Kagan, "Stability of
Achievement and Recognition Seeking Behavior from Early
Childhood through Adulthood," Journal of Abnormal and
Social Psychology 62 (1961):504.
2Ibid., p.Sll.
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variable in theories of learning except in the sense
that reinforcements have been thought of by the investi-
gator as either positive or negative. l
Moss and Kagan point out that a girl is more likely
than a boy to identify with the mother so ~fMaternal
encouragement of intellectual mastery should have had a
greater effect on the development of the girl than on the
boy."2 Pe~aps, then, the father ~uld have a greater
effect on the son. Most LD students are boys. Even though
the mother may spend longer total hours with boys, per-
haps the father's time can be more meaningful in terms of
later influence, depending on what activities and interests
the father and son share.
Gallagher discusses the disturbances in families
that can lead to underachievement and reports high achievers
felt fathers were a more ~portant influence than did low
achievers. 3 Gilmore notes that·a father-son relationship
characterized by fear and lack of warmth can lead to
underachievement. 4 The father is often verbally unrewarding
and indifferent. 5
IJoseph F. Rychlak and Thomas Tobin, "Order Effect in
Affective Learning Styles," Journal of Educational Psychology
62 (1971):145.
2Moss and Kagan, "Stability of l\chievement and Recogni-
tion Seeking Behavior from Early Childhood Through Adulthood,"
p. 511.
3Gallagher, Teaching the Gifted Child, p. 56.





Vernon also writes about the mother's importance in
developi~g achievement motivation and points out that
flinitiative,independence and originality are more likely to
occur when mothers are permissive rather than restrictive
in their discipline. Independence is further stimulated
by the mother's encouragement, especially when she openly re-
wards independence by kissing the child." He cautions
that demands for independence are not effec~ive if the chil-
dren are too young to accept them and when children have to
look after themselves at an early age, they tend to show
low achievement motivation. 1
Achievement motivation continues to develop as a
youngster mingles with other children and has 'his strivings
molded by what is accepted or rejected by his peers. Sta-
bility of achievement behavior is consistent with general
reinforcement theory. Reward for achievement striving
through social approval or internal satisfaction will tend
to increase achievement striving. Failure will extinguish
the striving.
Persistent failures in intellectually challenging situa-
tions are likely to lead to an expectancy of failure and
these expectancies can result in avoidance and/or with-
drawal from involvement in intellectual behavior. 2
1vernon, Human Motivation, p. 30.
~oss and Kagan, "Stability of Achievement and Recog-





The values of the child's culture may also lead
toward or away from achievement. These values are instilled
by the family or peers and may have a strong influence on
a child's attitude toward education and must be dealt with
by the teacher whose goal is to stimulate a desire for know-
ledge and rekindle a desire to learn. l
The apparent difficulty of a task and the motivation
of the subject to achieve success or avoid failure was
examined.. "Expectancy is a function of the past history of
reinforcements. ,,2
Success or failure experience at a task influences
success or failure at a subsequent similar task. It
also exerts a dominant influence in shaping the subjectt·s
goal-setting behavior. (Level of aspiration is raised
after success and lowered after failure.) This is
greater for a group_used to success than a group used
to failure. 3
In other words, the more a pupil experiences success, the
more he expects to achieve it and the more he will. strive to
accomplish. The more a pupil experiences lack of success,
the less he expects to achieve and the less he will try to
j
accomplish. A general expectation of not being able to do
•
1James ~a1lagher, Teaching the Gifted Child, p. 295.
2Ervin J. Lotsof, "Expectancy for Success and Certainty
of Response, f1 ft.m.e!....::c.an Journal of Psychology 72 (December
1959):600.
3John Robert Baker, "Effects of Prior Success and
Failure on Problem-Solving Perfo~ance and Goal-Setting
Behavior," Dissertation Abstracts, 35 (September 1974):1490.
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a satisfactory job will influence a person I even when he
succeeds, a:la will still influence him in subsequent efforts
because of his past history of previous failures and dis- •
appointments. A corollary to this phenomenon would exist
from the teacher's point of view. The less a teacher is
able to st~ulate a youngster to try or the fewer successful
learning episodes the teacher is able to elicit; the less
apt the teacher is to feel optimis~ic or enthusiastic unless
the teacher consistently sets up a task that the pupil
is able to accomplish. A teacher who communicates to the
student a positive feeling that the student is able, can
prophesy success as shown in Pygmalion in the Classroom.
The unintentional communication of expectancy is subtle, so
subtle that it has not been isolated.
It seems reasonable to think of a subject's responding
in the direction of the exper~enterls hypothesis as a
reinforcing event. Therefore, whatever the covert
communication behavior of the experLmenter that preceded
the subject's reinforcement, it will be more likely to
recur. The subject, then, may quite unintentionally
shape the experLuenter's unintended communicative behavior.
Not only does the experimenter influence his subjects to
respond in the expected manner, but his subjects may well
evoke just that unintended behavior that will lead them
to respond increasingly as prophesie~.l
"The central idea of this study has been that one person 1 s·
expe~tation for another's behavior could come to serve as
lRobert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson, Pygmalion in
the Classroom (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
1968), p. 30.
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1a self-f~lfilling prophecy.n One of the most interesting
results was tllat n gains under expectant teachers carried
over and were maintained under new teachers with no special
expectations. "2 Could this be due to the pupils growth in
self-concept? Or in the pupil's paying, closer attention to
the teacher and vice versa? The channels of influence are
the voice~ visual (smile), and physical contact in the
lower grades.
Those children who were better able to judge the tone
of voice of an adult female speaker profited significantly
more from favorable teacher expectations than did those
children who were less successful judges of tone voice.
Such evidence serves as a basis for speculating that
much of the unintentional communication of interpersonal
expectations may occur through the auditory channel. 3
Rosenthal and Jacobson at this point explain the Hawthorne
effect or the idea that anything new may make a difference--
possibly because of the hope instilled by the person giving
the new cure even if it is a placebo. Due to the Hawthorne
effect, it is important when testing the effectiveness of
a new treatment, to have (1) the experimental group, (2) the
no-treatment control group and (3) the Hawthorne control group
which tests a procedure which is not thought to "have the




specific effects of the new treatment procedure whose
effectiv~ness we want to evaluate. tll The agent of change
is often 'the teacher and Hawthorne' effects may' operate
directly upon the children and/or indirectly by way of
affecting the teacher.
• • • her expectations can have a major effect on the
intellectual perfo~ance of her pupils. Without the use
of expectancy control groups, however, it is impossible
to tell whether the results of experiments in educational
practices are due to the practices themselves or to the
correlated expectations of the teachers who are to try
out the educational reforms. 2
They continue,
To summarize our speculations, we may say that by what
she said, by how and when she said it, by her facia1
expressions, postures, and perhaps by her touch,
the teacher may have communicated to the children of the
experimental group that she expected improved intellectua1
performance. . Such communications together with possible
changes in teaching techniques may have helped the child
learn by changing his self-concept, his expectations of
his own behavior, and his motivation, as well as his
cognitive style and skills. 3
•
Nothing was done directly for the disadvantaged child. • • •
\Vhat was done in the program of educational change was
done directly for the teacher, only indirectly for her
pupils. Perhaps, then it is the teacher to whom we
should direct more research attention.4
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Another study of the effects of teacher communications
through expectation has shown
1. High performing first-grade pupils received
praise more frequently for correct answers than
low performing pupils
2. Low perfo~ing pupils received criticism more
frequently for wrong answers than high perfonming
pupils
3. Teachers responded with NO FEEDBACK more fre-
quently to low perfo~ing than high perfo~ing
pupils.!
There has been a study conducted to investigate
how the three factors of teachers' class expectations,
instructional behavior and pupils' self-expectations inter-
act to bring forth differential pupil achievement levels.
Results:
1. Pupils having high teacher and self-expectations
had high achievement while those having low
teacher and self-expectations had low achievement.
2. The teachers' positive expectations alone are
probably not sufficient to create a favorable
learning environment in the classroom. It seems
that the pupil components, rather than teacher
quality, greatly determine class achievement.
It is suggested that teacher influence be understood
with respect to the pupills individual differences; and
that pupil's affective and cognitiv~ profiles be used
simultaneously as outcome measures.
1J. E. Brophy and T. L. Good, "Teachers' Communica-
tion of Differential Expectations for.Childrenfs Classroom
Performance: Some Behavioral Data," Journal of Educational
Psychology 61 (1970):365-374.
2Samuel Sen-Ming Peng, 11 Expectations, Instructional




There has also been a study using children experiencing
verbal learning problems, to show how they may rely on non-
verbal communications for interpretations of the environment
or vice versa~-how the non-verbal learning disabled may
rely on verbal communication to guide their nonverbal behavior.
It was concluded that teacher expectations and consequent
teacher communicative behaviors may be vital factors in
ameliorating learning disabilities. On the other hand,
it was concluded that teacher expectations and consequent
communicative behaviors, may, inadvertantly, be respo~ible
for promoting r;~·\~·her than reducing learning problems.
LD--Motivated to Avoid Learning?
Learning disability is not a disease; it is a variety
of symptoms that appear because of the wayan individual
perceives what his senses receive. As a result of his
perceptions, the individual reacts and behaves. '~en he is
behaving or reacting in a school setting, his perceptions
may lead to slow responding as compared to others, or erratic
because he cannot always locate the info~ation stored in
his brain.
Learning problems can be caused by many factors. These
may be interrelated but labeling a student "learning
lBarbara K. Given, "Teacher Expectancy and Pupil
Performance: Their Relationship to Verbal and Nonverbal
Communications. by Teachers of LD Children,tt Dissertation
Abstracts 35 (September 1974):1529. .
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disabled" does not define the problem(s), its cause(s)
or help prescribe methods of remediation. l
"Rappaport describes the LD as ego-cent.ric and con-
eerned with his Olfll anxieties and fears, trying to remove
the threat of failure by retreating from learning--resulting
· .. · 1 ,,21n a V1C10US C1rc e.
Neurotic factors can enter, and learning or not
learning can become
a weapon to express resentment toward parenta1 figures.
The child does not invest himself in being successful
academically. This is often related to the child's
inability to di·fferentiate constructive aggressiveness
(assertiveness) from destructive aggressiveness (hostility).
Because he is unable to see the difference, he must forbid
. any expression of aggression whatsoever. He cannot allow
. himself to be competitive in school., and he thus insures
his failure. 3
Sapir and Natzburg state,
Basically it is the editor's position that learning dis-
abled children need very much what all childr~n need but
they' need more of it: more understanding, more struc-
ture, more supports, more organized st~ulation, more
clues to success, more reinforcement, etc. For the
normal developing child, if the usual support system is
no~ available, adaptations and compensations take place
automatically but for the disabled, unevenly developed
child, the teacher and remedial specialist become more
important and significant. They very often make the
difference between a child's being able to function or
not. What such teaching persons convey to the child
emotionally and cognitively, their expectations and
willingness to share the problem openly and honestly with
l.Jules C. Abrams, trLearnin&" Disabilities, A Complex






the child and to discuss how to resolve it are critical
to the end result: the childts ability to learn and
function in his world. l
Barbara Bateman has written in the same volume:
The term learning disability could be repl~ced by
teaching disability to emphasize the shift in focus
from something deviant or pathological in the child to
the inadequate arrangement of the environment as a teacher
of that child. 2 '
She says, 'ihat is it the environment has so far
failed to teach this child?
The interaction of the individual with a specific
environment is being studied in Interact~on Process Analyses.
T~e technique is based on the premise that behavior consists
of patterns and sequences of small units that recur and are
characteristic of that person. 3 Four categories of behavior
have been observed to analyze behavioral differences between
the learning disabled and normal students--task oriented,
non-task oriented, interactions, and waiting. 'Results:
The learning disabled spent fifty-seven percent of their
time in productive activities compared to seventy percent
from comparison group. There W~~ not significant difference
in interactions. nIt may be that lack of productivity is
lSelma Sapir and Ann Natzburg, Children with Learning
Problems (New Yorl,: Brunner/?tIazel, 1973), p. 613.
2Barbara Bateman, "Educational Implications of Minimal
Brain Dysfunction"n in Sapir and Natzburg, p. 676.
3Bryan and R. 'Wheeler, "Perception of Learning Dis-
abled Children: The Eye of the Observer,rr Journal of
Learning Disatlities 5 (1972):485.
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not identified by the teacher as behavior sufficiently
deviant to demand attention. Disruptive behavior occurred
very infrequently.tt l If the child was looking at a book,
it was coded as task-oreinted. The child might have been
flipping pages or staring instead of reading. There is a
need to analyze task-oriented behavior more closely.
Learning disabled children learn to look busy. This maybe
a distinguishing feature between LD and ED. They were not
working because the assignment, perhaps, was inappropriate.
In this experiment, the observers were tracking the students
so they obtained very little information on the teacher. It
would be valuable to have the teacher observed to note how
her' behavior-- (,,--erlJal and non-verbal) affects the task
orientation of the student.
According to J. M. McCarthy, there are ten visible
signs of the LD child. 2
1. Hyperactivity--no organization
2. Perceptual motor impai~ent--poor coordination
.;
3. Emotional ability--slow to react, does not tune
in, may become upset
4. Awkward--clumsy
5. Disorders of attention--short attention span
l Ibid." p. 487.
2J • M. McCarthy, "How to Teach the Hard-to-Reach,,11




7. Disorders of memory and thinking--makes inappro-
priate responses
8. Slow to form concepts--unable to organize thinking
9. Specific learning disabilities relevant to
reading, spelling, writing, arithme~ic
10. Disorders of speech and hearing--misarticulations,
reversals of letters and numbers.
The problems can be varied depen~ng on whether
they are visual or auditory, receptive, expressive or mani-
fested in poor association. For the above reasons, the
student may not understand the teacher's instructions, or
reaction to his lack of understanding. A teacher who is
not constantly aware of possible explanations for a student's
lack of interest might attribute it to negative attitudes
on the student1s part. It is possible that the uncomprehending
learner could develop anxiety as a result of his long-term
confusion as to what is expected and how he can comply.
Anticipation of failure or expectation of disapproval' could
interfere with his ability to/mobilize his resources and
concentrate on the task rather than his apprehension. The
teacher must "tell what is expected, give protective leader
ship to calm anx~ety and reduce fear. l
1Vernon, Human Motivation, p. 55.
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In an article entitled "USA in the 70's", the U is
for Understanding; not something the child is to be blamed
for--nor his teacher, parents or peers; the S is for
Structure, for the sake of function--to set guidelines and
delineate in small segments; the A is for Ass~ilation or the
"process of individualizing his instruction to strengthen
his weaker systems, while keeping him as much as possible
1in the mainstream of the school program. 1I
n~ese three aims are also discussed in an article
by Roy Wunderlich, who advocates one prime therapist who
"must be child-oriented rather than program-oriented. Flexi-
bility is of pr~e importance. Leadership, direction, de-
tailed instruction, judgment regarding family-child relation-
ships, ready smile, energy, •••• n
The child with a 1earning problem craves certainty.
Every child and especially those with LD, must learn to
link cause and effect, act and consequence, st~u1us and
response. He needs the experience of his deeds: he needs'
to experience the consequences of his actions.
t1Resolute guidance, from an early age, i.s a great
teacher. It teaches a child that he can depend on the world
around him ••• and on himself. 1I2
lSister Z,lary Consilia, o. P ., "USA in 'the 70 IS: A Look
At tl~e Learning Disabled Child, It Academic TherapY 9 (Spring
1974):302-307.
2Roy C. \'lunderlich, "Resolu'te Guidance for 'the LD




Hdwever, a different article points out
The teacher must compensate for deficits in the child's
background by her specialized knowledge. Problems in
the child's background or within him are not primary to
her techniques and if the child can learn to the best of
their combined capabilities he may learn to adjust better
to whatever problems he must cope with now and in the
future.!
These authors quote S. Engelman who said in 1969:
The teacher will be pr~arily concerned with educational
reasons for the student learning problems and will continue
to improve his teaching rather than 'blame the child or
some etiological factor over which he has no control. 2
The acceptance of an ~perfect human being by a
facilitator and its effect on learning is explored by
Carl Rogers. He points out that modern man needs to
learn and adapt in our continually changing environment
rather than have knowledge spoon-fed to h~ by a teacher.
He also mentions that the client's perception of the relation-
ship and ~ experience of it is a better predictor of the
u1timate outcome than the perception of the relationship
by the therapist. 3
l G• '''allace and J. M. Kauffmen, Teaching Children with
Learning Problems (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill
P~blishing Co., 1973), p. 10. .
2Ibid., p. 10.
3Carl R. Rogers, tiThe Interpersonal Relationship in
Facilatation of Learning,~' in. Robert R. Leeper (ed) Humanizing
Education, p. 10.
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Communication Leads to Motivation
Ie what a student needs is someone to guide his
learning ~nd if the student with learning problems needs
more guidance and understanding in order to develop his
individua1 strengths and weaknesses, then in addi~ion to
knowing spec1fic methods, materials and techn1ques of remedia-
tion, the teacher must first stimulate the student to learn.
In Freedom to Learn, Carl Rogers explores the conditions or
interactions which facilitate meaningful learning. He
finds a trust; in the human organism to be basic. nThen--
even in a seemingly narrow sector of their work--they can
experience freedom of choice, freedom of expression, freedom
to be. nl
The teacher may be able to trust, and give freedom, in
a very restricted area in which he is not risking much.
But if it is real and complete, even in a narrow area,
it will have a facilitating effect upon the process of
the group.2 ,
A definition of facilation is stated by Rogers
as:
• • • a relationship in which at least one of the parties
has the intent of promoting the growth, development,
maturity, improved functioning, improved coping with life
of the other. 3
•
lCarl Rogers, Freedom to Learn (Co~umbus, Ohio: Charles
E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1969); p. 74-
2Ibid., p. 75.
3Carl Rogers, liThe Characteristics of a Helping Rela-
tionship" in The Helping Relationship ed. by Donald L. Avila,.
Arthur lv. Combs, Wil.liam 'v. Purkey (Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
Inc., '1971), p. 2.
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Rogers stresses that it is the way in which the attitudes
and procedures are perceived which ~akes a difference to the
client and the perception is crucial. He then hypothesizes
on how the teacher can behave so she will be perceived by
the other person as trus~worthy, dependable, and consis-
tent. He points out that the communication must be un-
ambigious.
Words give one message but an unaware attitude of
annoyance is communicated in subtle ways and confuses
the other person though he too may be unaware of what
is causing the difficulty.!
The interactions between teachers and pupils can be
viewed as communication. It has been criticized because:
1. It is too exclusively verbal;
2. There is no prov1s1on for the pupil to confront
the teacher lath his difficulties;
3. The pupil has been regarded as a passive recipient.
2Good pupils absorb the most and ask the least.
The author then discusses seven main barriers to human
communication. Although he is not writing about a student
with learning problems, his barriers are very applicable
to the special needs of this pupil.
l Ibid., p. 13.
2John Parry, The Psychology of Human Communication




I. Limitations of the receiver's capacity--such as
speed of'perceiving
II. Distractions--extraneous factors that interfere
with the reception of messages.
Four main types of distractions
1. The competing stimulus--extreme irrelevance
is comparatively easy to disregard. Hearing
reading out loud is most distracting when you
are trying to read.
2. Environmental stress--temperature, humidity,
ventilation, glare, noise.
nup to a point performance can be maintained
in the face of such irritants, at other
times it declines without any consciousness
of discomfort. 1t
3. Internal stress--sleeplessness, ill-health,'
effects of drugs, sensory deprivations--
transient VB. permanent problem.
4. Ignorance of the communicating medium--
language, background information.
III. The unstated assumption that the meaning of a
single word or phrase is correctly interpreted
by the receiver.
1. The speaker may forget that the terms he
finds natural to use have been acquired as
a result of long training and study.
2. Speaker may fear to bore his hearer with What
is mistakenly felt ~o be obvious.
3. Subject may say too much and not bother with
preliminary explanations.





(Reviewer's comment--this is true of research. The
exper~enter may give involved, complex meanings without
clearly indicating their impact or barely mention a point
which maybe crucial. Teachers may inadvertently be too
academic for parents to understand them completely.)
IV. Incompatibility of schema--sets or attitudes that
affect the reception of new infonmation.
v. In~rusion of Unconscious or partly conscious
mechanisms
VI. Confused presentation--task analysis is vital
VII. Absence of communication facilities--For the
teacher to say IIAny ques"tions?tt is not adequate
in most situations and the student may not be
ready or able to verbalize his 1ack of compre-
hension. l
Parry also points out the effects of task stress on the
processing of info~ation and refers to the student who
knows material one day and not the next. He attributes
this to the effectiveness ·of data selection from long-te~
2storage as being dependent up~n short-te~ demands.
Parry also points out a studY,by lviesz et, a1 in which they •
regard the connotation of info~ation processing as limited
i.e. they distinguish processing from memorizing.
Processing plays a part in all mental activity but that




element recedes in importance. It is at its peak in
the performance of learned tasks and the carrying out
of routine exercises. In the learning of new tasks and
the solving of given problems, the processing role is
of considerable but not paramount ~portance; while1in
full creative effort this role is reduced yet more.
This would explain the seemingly extraordinary feat of a
student who cannot read, write or spell satisfactorily being
able to absorb the learning necessary to become a doctor as
is written by Louise Clarke. This same book mentions that
Thomas Edison, Albert Einstein, Dr. Harvey Cushing, General
Patton, Rodin, Woodrow Wilson, William James, Paul Ehrlich,
Winston Churchill and Leonardo da Vinci have been said to
be learning disabled. 2
Parry also cites a study by Levy who found a positive
relationship between the
ability to express feelings vocally and the ability to
identify feeling expressed vocally by others. She
further establ'ished a relationship between verba1 intelli-
·genceand each of ·these abilities. 3
If this is so, then students with a deficit in verbal
abilities will also not be able to express their feelings
verbally. or interpret the feelings of people around them.
This can be an enormous barrier to communication and a
lIbid.~ p. 198.
2Louise Clarke, Can't Read, Can't Write l Can't Talk
Too Good Either (Baltimore, Maryland: . Penguin BOOkS, Inc.,
1974), p. 36.
3parry~ The Psychology of Human Communication, p. 214.
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possible explanation for the frustration experienced and
acted out by students with poor verbal skills.
In a study conducted in four sixth-grade classrooms,
the communication of teacher with individual pupils was
tallied according to:
1. which student was involved;
2. whether the inciter was the teacher or the
student;
3. whether the content was instructional, managerial
(an interpretation of rUles) or prohibitory
(keeping order).l
This format can be used even when the communication is non~
verbal or cannot be heard by the observer. The results of
this study show that boys are involved in more than their
share of managerial affairs even when they are equal in
instructional matters. With misbehavior, it was almost
always reacting to a boy. The study concludes that if the
teacher has to interact with each student at a high rate,
she can only accommodate x number of students in the class
at a time. In reality, there are extremes of student com~
munication with the teacher and by the end of a year, the'
lphilip W. Jackson, Henrietta M. Lahaderne, "Inequali-
ties of Teacher-Pupil Contacts'in Learnin in Social·Settin s,
edited by Matthew B. Miles and W. W. Char~ers, Jr. Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1970), pp. 99~l05. •
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teacher knows some students better than others. The impact
of expectancy will not be equally experienced by all members
of a class.
Teacher behavior can be used to increase appropriate
classroom behavior through communication. One study de-
signed to demonstrate the effect of a teacher's responses on
the subsequent behavior of her students, classified three
teacher behaviors and three student behaviors.
Relevant behavior decreased each t~e approving behavior
was discontinued and increased when approval was rein-
stated. At~ending to behavior increased it, whether it
was appropriate behavior or inappropriate. Being plea-
sant to a child to get him to stop behaving disruptively
or pleasantly suggesting an alternative activity is likely
to increase the undesired behavior. l
·In a study that explored how teachers I beliefs and
behaviors affect learni.ng and behavior of their students, ..
one teacher's need for structure vs. another's resourceful-
ness, plus other variables, were correlated with student
thinking, scaled in four stages from concrete to abstract.
Teacher dictatorialness correlated positively with
students' concreteness of responses and correlated significantly
negatively with student cooperation, invo1vement, activity,
achievement, and helpfulness while teacher resourcefulness
""'h • .,. 2was ~ e 0ppos1ve.
IDon R. Thomas, Wesley C. Becker, Marianne Armstrong,
"Production and Ei~iri.ation of Disruptive Classroom Behavior
by Systematically Varying Teacher's Behavior," in Learning
in Social Settings, p. 119.
2O. J. Harvey, 'Misha Prother, B. Jack lYhite, James K.
Hoffmeister, "Teacher Beliefs, Classroom Atmosphere and
Student Behavior," in Learning in Social Set.tings, p. 130.
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Kounin, et al, in the ~ame book put emphasis on the
audience reaction and explored the "ripple" effect of
discipline rather than its effect on the individual. They
state, motivation to learn WAS associated with students'
reactions. In a high motivation to learn class, the
teacher's side is taken and more attention to work is paid.
In low motivation classes, students tended to report more
teacher punitiveness and anger, and to judge more of the
teachers as "making too much of an issue of the incident".
They found a Uglobal halo"--motivation to learn, liking for
the teacher and favorable reactions to a control event go
hand in hand. l They also cite Heider's theory of balance
which says "a liked person tends to be perceived as doing
'good l things and a disliked person as doing tbad' things,
so that the perceiver maintains balanced perceptions. ,,2 The
teacher therefore is in a strong position (if she is' liked)
to have the tasks she assigns be liked and attended to. She
is also in a position to better manage the behavior of an
individual or group.
The teacher, after determining the appropriateness
of a student's ,behavior, should be able to arrange contingecies
lJacob S. Kounin, Paul V. Gump, James R. Ryan III,




for various behaviors as part of her plan in an educational
1program. If unwanted competing behaviors are being emitted,
instead of the wanted work behaviors, the resulting actions
could be interpreted as "lack of motivationrr • 2 By shaping,
irregular reinforcement so that the student is never sure
what the reinforcement may be for; counter conditioning so
you reinforce desired competing behaviors; you can help
the student to develop more appropriate behavior. This
operant conditioning requires an active participant and is
based on an educational model involving learning rather than
a medical or treatment model with a passive student. The
teacher pays for something of positive value rather than
ameliorating a wrong. 3
Diagnosis could use Treatment, rather than Cause of
the behavior as a means of change. A Treatment (or prescrip-
tive teaching plan) would be a~tempted and if a positive
•
response is noted, then the problem is classified as responding
to a definite treatment~ Perhaps in ~his way, labeling
1 .
Joseph I. Lipson, "Job Description for a Teacher in
a New School," Educationa1.Technology 10 (February 1970):7-12.
2Howard Nor.man Sloane, Jr. and Donald A. Jackson, ~
Guide to Motivating Learners (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Educa -
tional Technology Pub1ications, Inc., 1974), p. 7.
3R• Schwitzgel and D. A. Kolb, "Inducing Behavior Chan~e
in Adolescent Delinquen'ts, t~ Behavior Research Therapy I (1964):
297-304.
4Brian Frieder, "Motivator: Least Developed of Teacller
Roles," Educational Technology 10 (February 1970):29.
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could be reduced and attempts to explain motivation, or
lack of it could diminish. Pointing to a learner's parents,
previous teachers, lack of breakfast, or the recent defeat
or victory of a team orients the instructor to look back-
wards to facts that cannot be changed. "To Increase motiva-
1tion, make something happen NOW. n According to Glasser,
the student should be involved and make plans with a respon-
sible person. 2 His program emphasizes starting fresh and
acting like this is the first time the pupil has behaved •
badly; stresses avoiding what you have done that did not
work; and advises focusing on rules and making a plan with
the student to follow them. 3 The investigation of inter-
actions in schools has
• • • revealed a trend for increased frequency of control
interactions with increasing age of the child. School
may be seen as becoming increasingly more authoritarian
the older a child becomes. 4
It should be developing independence in the students.
l.z.fadeline Hunter, "Staff Meetings on Motivation,"
Instructor 83 (October 1973):24.
2william Glasser, "Highlights from Schools Withou't
Failure, II Educational Horizons 52 (Fall 1973): 39.
3~villiam Glasser, "A New Look at Discipline," Learn-
ing 3 (December 1974):6•.
4Gerald R. Adams and Allan S. Cohen, "Children's
Physical and Interpersonal C~aracteristics That Effect Stu-
dent~Teacher Interactions," Journal of Experimental Educa-
~ 43 (Fall.1974):1-S.
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Motivation to learn is connected with communication
and the perception of the individual in another way. Schmuck
•has stated that pupils are interested in their peer's attitude
toward them; their perception of that attitude has an effect
on their adjustment to formaliz~d learning and behavioral
demands of the school. He states
Pupils who cognize themselves as being liked, though
tlley have low actual liking status,are utilizing their
abilities more highly than those who have low status and
know it. Cognized liking status is related positively
and significantly to both attitude toward self and atti-
tude toward school, while actual liking s~atus shows no
such relation to these variables. These results empha-
size the importance of introducing c~gnized status into
studies relating sociometric status to perfo~ance.l
This cou1d explain underachieving and why pupils do not
try to succeed even though they have the ability. Those
students who are less involved in peer groups are less
affected in their ability utilization. It would be inter-
esting to desi~n research based on this model to ascertain
,the learning value of bussing students to schools outside
their neighborhoods to see if their perceptions change.
The environment in school has an affective as well as
a'cognitive component. Pupil self-esteem has been studied
in relation to seventeen components of teacher response to
specific classroom situations. Spaulding concludes that
• • • much more is required of the teacher than ~o be
acceptant and supportive. He must come to the point where
.lRichard A. Schmuck, "Some Relationships of Peer
Liking Pa~terns in the Classroom to Pupil Attitudes and
Achievements,11 in Learning in Social Settings, p. 161.
----------, ...._._-, .. "
~ .
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he can not only identify the source of motivation and .
anxiety in each of his pupils and provide adequate limits
and structuring for each child to feel secure, but he
must begin to recognize the level at which each child is
operating cognitively so that he can help 'structure his
intellectual encounters. l
Self-image is not subjective.
It is based on not receiving much reinforcement for work.
The problem is not that he FEELS incompetent and thus
fails, but that he actually has BEEN incompetent and has
failed. 2
The solution to his problem is not to change his Itself-image"
but to teach him how to succeed and to have him succeed. He
needs to learn the skills required to get good grades.
nS'tuden't motivation is a function of environmental events
which can be modified rather than internal events which are
hard to get ~t."3 It appears ~at for ~e most part, the
"blame for poor student performance in school typically
falls mainly on the student himself, or perhaps on his
parents. \ihile the student and his parents are certain1y
accountable some way for what the student does at school,
the person who is closest to the problem and therefore most
immediately accountable is th~ classroom teacher. 4
lRobert L. Spaulding, "\fuat Teacher Attitudes Bring
Out the Best in Gifted Children?1t Affective Dimensions of
Creative Process~s in Teaching Gifted Students - A Book of
Reading (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1965), p. 226.
2 --
Sloane and Jackson, A Guide to Motivating Learners,
p. 54.
3Ibid• .t p. 55.
4Sloane and Jackson, A Guide to Motivating Learners,
p. 57.
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The management of behavior is the most important thing
that a teacher does. It is also the thing that a teacher
must do most often. The fact that poor "motivation"
takes the blame so often for poor behavior management
points out 'this problem. The fact that teachers use the
label "motivation" to explain 1VHY a student does not
do his.work points out that teachers have not been given
an adequate undirstanding of behavior and its deter-
mining factors. .
These authors have set up a questionnaire and checklist to
help the teacher dete~ine if there are motivational
problems in the classroom. It is a means of pinpointing
behaviors associated with specific subject areas and the
'contingent rewards the 'teacher employs.
It is important for the teacher to provide students
with experiences which will help them feel more positively
about themselves. uA teacher who understands that a child
feels unliked, unwanted, unacceptable and unable to do
things can help such a child even without a knowledge of
2hOl" he got to feel this way." The cognitive learning that
the teacher plans, her method, of presenting the info~ation
and the communication between her and the learner are what
'will ,help the student attain a goal.
The important evaluation is the one made by the learner.
the learner's discovery of the relation between cause and
lIbid• .t p. 58.
2"Arthur Combs, nSome Basic' Concepts in Perceptual
Psychology in The Helping Relationship Sourcebook l p. 125.
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result is what counts. The teacher can only tell the
student about her own perception of results. This may
not be pertinent when the teacher is not present•••• '
The usual emphasis on evaluation by a teacher leads the
student to try to make a good impression on the teacher
rather than to find an effective solution. l
At this point, Snygg suggests that the teach~r may call the
student's at~ention to some details to be considered as long
as he does not impose his own solution. He stresses that
the teacher should not interfere to prevent the student
from making mistakes and he emphatically states the func-
tion of error.
From this point of view, learning does not take place
unless the learner finds that he has made a mistake or
would have made a mistake, that is, unless an act en-
larges his perception of the situation by giving rise
to results he did not anticipate. The optimum situation
for learning is not one in which the learner will make no
mistakes, as is current reinforcement theory. Rather,
optimum learning takes 'place in a situation which allows
the learner to test his ideas under conditions in
which the results are ~ediately apparent. Contrary to
, the general opinion among teachers, which postulates
that all failure is detrimental because it causes frus-
tration and thus either aggression or withdrawal, and
contrary to the opinion of reinforcement theorists, whiCh
tends to assume that materia1 should be so easy that all
responses to it will be "correctn (so that they can be
re1nforced), perceptual field theory suggests that the
optimum level of difficulty is one which allows the stu-
dent to win success after difficulty. If the basic goal
is indeed a greater feeling of personal worth and value,
tasks which require little talent or effort are bound
to be unrewarding and boring and to be unproductive
and harmful from an educational point of view as are prob- 2
lems completely beyond the current capacity of the student.
1Donald Snygg, "A Cognitive Field Theory of Learning"
in The Helping Relationship Sourcebook, p. 108.
2Ibid., p. 110.
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A study of reinforcement as it relates to self-
esteem showed that ,students who were reinforced for correct
or completed tasks expressed higher attitude toward school
than students reinforced for social skills or perseverence,
therefore, "reinforcement for academic achievement was some-
what more productive for learning disabled children than was
1reinforcement for self-concept."
An experiment employing verbal control showed that
a combination of verbal rewards and failures tended to
cause subjects to persist longer in involvement on s~ilar
tasks following the tenmination of verbal conditioning pro-
cedures.
Subjects who had experienced failure tended to perfo~ at
a constant level without reinforcement. Failure may
have become a negative reinforcer and by removing it, the
group may have been reinforced, resulting in increased
perfo~ance. Also, avoidance of failure may be a stronger
motivation for subjects than obtaining success. 2
A study of verbal reinforcement on task interest
resulted in the greatest increase in,number completed when
the task with middle or low interest \~as coupled with verbal
approval or the high interest task was coupled with verbal
low approval. The findings revealed no ~provement in per-
fo~ance accuracy.
J,.lary K. 0 'Donnell, "The Comparative Effects of
Teacher Reinforcement of Self-Es~eem and of_ Academic Achieve-
ment on Affective Variables and Achievement in Learning-
Disabled Children,tt Dissertation Abstracts 35 (January 1975):
4287.
2J. 'villiam Moore and Suzy Holmes, n The Effects of
Verbally Controlled Success'and Failure Condition of Persis-
tent Behavior," Journal of Exper~ental Education 43 (Fall
1974):74.
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It appears that accuracy can only improve if subjects
receive feedback in the form of precise knowledge of
how to improve performance. The motivating power of
verbal reinforcement and task interest are depenfent
on a usable third variable perfo~ance feedback.
Avila and Purkey claim tlNo human being can ever
motivate another, no matter what the situation or how strong
the desire.,,2 They agree with Combs that people are always
motivated--they, may not be motivated to do what we would
prefer they do, but it can never be truly said that they are
unmotivated. They say the teacher does not motivate, but
he controls the environment and manipulates himself and
other variables in such a way that what he wants to teach
has personal appeal for the students. They point out that
operant. conditioning suggests many techniques so the teacher
can control and manipulate the learner and the learning
situation !tao that the learner will perceive both the
material, being taught and the learning situation as being
self-enhancing. ,,3
They then suggest that the problem of motivation as
it has usually been conceived'is an external one "concerned
lMarian Cohen Fish, "The Effects of Verbal Reinforce-
ment, Interest, and Performance Feedback on Task Perfor-
mance," Dissertation Abstracts, 35 {January 1975):4248 •
. 2Donald Avila and lvilliam Purkey, "Intrinsic and Ex-
trinsic Motivation--a Regrettable Distinction," in The
Helping Relationship Sourcebook, p. 114. ---
3:Ibid., p. 116.
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with the question of how to get somebody else to do 'some-
thing lffi would like him to do." They state:
A stimulus-response psychology calls for methods of chang-
ing behavior based upon techniques of force, coercion,
reward, punisl~ent or some fo~ of manipulation. The
perceptual view of human need places both helper and
helpee on the same team. Both are seeking the optimum
development of the helpee and the problem is one of
facilitation, encouragement and the freeing of forces
already in existence to operate at maximum strength. l
They then end up by making a proposal that is similar to the
behaviourists by saying perc~ptual psychology provides us
with a frame of. reference enabling us to deal with behavior
in the present. They postulate that b~havior is a function
of perception. You modify behavior by changing perceptions
2in the present. This would seem to approve of techniques
like contracting or contingent reward methods and is a
point of view that can have value for the teacher who must
practice what theorists propose.
Hunter, too, stresses focusing on the present and
determining where new learning needs to begin; what skills
are lacking in terms of task pnalysis and what means work
best with this individual to get the learning into his head. 3
She writes about responsibility of the·learner for directing
his own learning but'points out that he could not do it by
lAvila and William Purkey, "Intrinsic and Extrinsic
Motivation--a Regrettable Distinction," p. 122.
2Ibid• , • 124.
~adeline Hunter, trHelping Underachievers," Education-
al Horizons 52 (Fall 1973):23.
•
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himself before so the teacher will assist him so he does
h - 1ac 1eve. How the teacher does this involves eleven inter-
locking decisions that are listed in an article emphasizing
Hunter's constant repetition of the idea that in order for
teachers to be effective they mus~ focus only on their own
and their students' observable behavior. 2
Bijou and Sturges stress focusing on observable
behavior in order to select the reinforcements as well as
the task. They state that t1the only way 'to find out if the
stimuli can be referred to as a -1 reward', I incentive', or
'goal object' is to submit each to an experimental test
and observe the behavior prior to the introduction of the
stimulus and note the changes in the behavior after the
presentation contingent upon a response.,,3
Webster and Mendro4 expand this goal of individualiza-
tion to an ongoing evaluation program aimed at providing
infonmation essential for structuring learning environments
•
lIbid., p. 25.
2Henry S. Resnick, f1Madeline Hunter: Eleven Crucial
-Teaching Decisions," Learning 3 (December 1974):24-29.
3S • W. Bijou and Persis T. Sturges, f1Positive Rein-
forcers for Experimental Studies With Children--Consumables
and Manipulatables,n Child Development 30 (March-December
1959):151.
4william J. Webster and Robert L. Mendro, "The Investi-·
gation of Aptitude-Treatment Interactions as an Integral Par~
of Program Evaluation," Journal of Experimental Education 43
(Fall 1974):86-91.
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to produce optimal learning outcomes. They suggest the
-initial step to be task analysis of the skills involved,
including behavioral components. They then recommend an
assessment of specific, prerequisite skills and an evalua-
tion of the strengths and deficiences. They also suggest
a study of the teacher characteristics that will interact
with the student and propose strategies for investigating
the interactions among student, teacher and treatment in
order to systematically choose an individualized program
of inst,:Mlction.
Classroom Structure to Foster Motivation
The teacher has many research models to investigate
in order to detenmine an effective, classroom setup for her
students' needs. The way in which the teacher structures
the class will determine the boundaries in transactions
among students, between a student and the rest of the class,
between the class and the rest of the school. It may also
determine the sequence of work tasks.
. 1
Structure is not a synonym for control. Control may
be'low, with decision-making explicitly delegated to chil-
dren. It may be indirect with the teacher accepting and
using students' ideas. Indirect control has been shown to
result in less dependent behavior. Direct control such as
lThomas L. ?oIorrison, "Control as an Aspect of Group
Leadership in Classrooms: A Review of Resea£ch,n Journal
of Education 156 (November 1974):45.
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lecturing and giving directions is another choice of the
teacher. The classroom teacher must develop effective
management techniques in order to have smooth transition
between activities, keep a learning activity going while
dealing with a particular incident, and maintain alertness'
in the group as well as in individuals.
Recent studies have demonstrated that when teachers
employ techniques of operant conditioning in the
classroom, either in the form of a specific token
economy system or in the form of the contingent use
of praise and attention, classroom work involvement
increases and deviancy decreases. l .
Self-reports of students' thoughts in the classroom indicate
very little relationship between attention and task rele-
vance of thought.
If a pupil experiences anxiety in his relations with
peers and teachers, we find that much of his attention
and energy will be directed toward coping with fears and
reducing tension. Such pupils often have negative
feelings about themselves and perform more poorly in
their schoolwork than their intelligence levels indicate
they are capable of. 2
Respect and acceptance from the teacher is a basic in-
gredient of ego-development and.motivation to learn.
And motivating the pupilsJto learn is basic in the
teacher's motivation to ~prove her teaching perfo~ance.
lIbid., p. 56.
2Ronald Lippitt, R9bert Fox, Richard Schmuck, I1Inno-
vating Classroom Practices to Support Achievement Motivation
and Ego-Development,tt in Rosenblith, Allinsmith and Williams,
p. 127.
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The sharing by the teacher of power and responsibility
for classroom management and learning activity is the
greatest support for ego-development and motivation to
lear~.l
The work of Hoppe on the "level of aspiration" in the
1920's is described by Backer. Social pressure from family
or school may cause a s~udent to consistently maintain
aspirations above his level of achievement. He then is not
pe~itted to lower his aspirations after failure, to promote
mental hygiene, and is subjected to continual failure. The
classroom should strive to create a milieu where the student
can achieve success in other areas, if not directly in,
, 2
classwork.
Sears and Hilgard point out that drives can be
utilized in a positive way in the classroom, to foster
the "drives" of curiosity, manipulation, activity and
achievement.
Despite the uncertainty about the precise relationship
between motivation and learning, the general importance
of motivation in relation to the learner's absorption in
his task, his resistance to distraction and his favorable
attitudes toward school, Cqn scarcely be denied. 3
1 Ibid., p. 132.
2Roger C. Backer, "Success and Failure in the Class-
room in Rosenblith, Allinsmith and Williams, p. 283.
3pauline v. Sears ~nd Ernest R~ He1gard, "The Teacher's
'Role in the Motivation of the Learner," in Rosenblith l Allin-
smith and Williams, p. 313.
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The classroom setting can be structured to promote these
goals by keeping the students' need in mind and avoiding
waste of the learning potential in each person.
If a child is afraid of close contact with an adult,
an intensive one-one therapy may produce nervousness or
hyperactivity. It might be better to use peer involvement
and the gradual introduction of an adult. Also, in order
to serve more students, the resource teacher could train and
manage cross-age tutors who provide one-one ins~ruction.
Children learn more from tutorial instruction than from
small group instruction or self-study.l The tutors benefit
from the review as well.
Ability grouping is an approach that seems to have
some self-fulfilling aspects for the lower ability classes
due as much to teacher expectancy and behavior as to the
lack of contact with better academic models.
Lower ability pupils may be more likely to" learn
appropriate behaviors in heterogenous classes than in
ability-grouped classes, since in the latter, they more
frequently see other pupils misbehaving and being dis-
approved of (receiving valued attention) for so misbe-
having.
lJosephR. Jenkins, William F. Mayhall, Corinne M.
Peschka and Linda M. Jenkins, "Comparing Small Group and
Tutorial Instruction in Resource Rooms~" Exceptional Chil-
dren 40 (January 1974):245-250. .
~arc S. Heller, "Teacher Approval and Disapproval
by Abi1ity Grouping," Dissertation Abstracts 35, p. 899.
•
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The teacher who has the students' needs in mind will also
plan for the odd, individual spaces of time that a student
has before other pupils have assembled in the classroom.
It is inefficient for the child to sit still and wait for
others when he has finished a task. Both of these opportun-
ities can be used by the student. Stabler et al describe
a program of intensive short-tenm training so that the
child can learn to become a part of a usual classroom
setting. l Children move from one area to another upon
task completion. The teacher is an expert in his own zone
in assessing and programming behaviors in that area of
functioning. Therapists and vo1unteers can also be more
easily trained in specific functions.
The teacher with the goal of helping the student
develop behavior which will enable him to ultimately func-
·tion in a regular classroom setting could alert the student
to the challenge of lengthening his own attention span.
Palmieri2 has broken this large task into subgoals such
/
as conception of time. The pupils are evaluated on the
progress they make· in relatiQn to their, own ability and
not in comparison to a norm. Kuypers et al also caution
lBrian Stabler, Frank \1. Gibson, D. Scott Cutting, and
P. Scott Laurence, "Zone Planning for Accelerating Adaptive
Behavior in the Retarded," Exceptional Children 40 (January
1974):252-257.
2Jean C. Palmieri, "Learning Problem Children in the




on the importance of shaping and the necessity to avoid
comparatively punishing children with very deviant behavior
for improvement if absolute standards must be met rather
, 1
than improvement toward a long-term goal.
The behaviors that are relevant to academic success
are discussed by Swift and Spivack,2 who advocate considering •
these behaviors when designing prog~ams for special classes,
potential school dropouts and underachievers.
Werry and Quay state, "Educational improvement. is
unlikely to occur until behavioral improvement (such as
attention) has been obtained.,,3 They list a code that
enables the observer to record deviant behavior frequency,
t.ask orientation and t.eacher-pupi1 interactions 'with symbols.
This method can be used to plan tasks, evaluate the effect of
a program or medication, or record behavior for diagnostic
teaching.
The students' needs in terms of personal interest
can be utilized. These can be social, (affiliate with
~
others, be accepted and approved), cognitive (desire to
1D. S. Kuypers, ,-1. C. Becker and K. D. OILeary, "How
to Make a Token System Fail," Exceptional Children 35 (1968):
101-110.
~arshall S. Swift and George Spivack, "Achievement
Related Classroom Behavior of Secondary School.Normal and
Distrubed Students," Exceptional Children 35 (May,1969):683.
3.1. Werry and H. Quay, "Observing the Classroom
Behavior. of Elementary School Children," Exceptional Children
35 (1969):462.
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know, explore, manipulate) or ego-integrative (to do, to
acquire competence). The personal involvement of the
student can be built into the plan by having the student
score his own test or reinforce himself with points (re-
1 2wards). ' The parents can be involved by sending home
good work samples for them to examine and comment on or
writing notes to them commending the student. 3
Behavior modification techniques have been l combined
with humanistic techniques to help students gain insight
and understanding of their own behavior as perceived by
others. Herr4 describes a game using a Rabbit to depict
the "guy who does his own work and doesn't Ibug' others" or
a Turtle--"1;he guy who 'goofs off' or tbugs us'." A daily
vote and discussion ~f reasons for voting with the member
on whom he is voting resulted in the excellent record of
Rabbit Days of seventy-three percent to ninety percent.
lJohn Kleinhert, "More \'lays to Motivate, " Instructor
83 (August - September 1973):88.
2Nancy L. Peterson and A. Lee Parks, "Self-Direction
Through Behavior Modification Techlliques,n Teaching Exceptional
Children 6 (Fall 1973):27-28.
3M• H.- Appleberry, "How Do You Hotivate," Instructor
83 (March 1974):22.
4David Her.r, "Are Yo~ a Rabbit or a Turtle?" Teaching
Exceptional Children. ~ (lvinter 1974): 86 ..
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After the extrinsic device has done its job of
producing involvement with an activity, it is worthwhile
to be aware of a study by Lepper et al of an undesirable
consequence of the unnecessary use of extrinsic rewards.
There is the possibility of undermining a person's intrinsic
interest in an activity by giving him an extrinsic reward
for participating in the activity.l The child with a
1earning problem needs to be aimed at becoming self-directed
and independent without a teacher by his side if he is
to function in a regular classroom. Once he learns to
perform with a specialist, he must have broader experiences
so he is prepared for the more casual atmosphere of other
teachers and peers.
A general review of classrooms designed to promote
learning in a variety of adaptations is presented by Haring. 2
In it he briefly describes precision teaching, the engineered
c1assroom, contingency management and contingency contracting.
Hewett et al evaluate the engineered classroom in
terms of contributing to students "becoming more willing"
~ark Lepper, David Greene, Richard E. Nisbett, "Under-
mining Children's Intrinsic Interest With Extrinsic Reward:
A Test of the Overjustification Hypothesis,," Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology 28 (October .1973):134.
2Norris G. Haring, "The New Curriculum Design in
Special Education,n Educational Technology (May 1970):24.
,
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efficient and consistent in paying attention".l The authors
stress the benefits of an objective checklist system over
teacher verbal reinforcement for students who are not
interested in social reinforcement. They describe six
educational levels to be mastered--from Learning to Attend
to Completing Subject Matter. Records are kept on a card
and two broad areas of competence--in task and behavior, are
given checkmarks. The various levels each have their own
setting from study booths to group tables, depending on what
skills the student needs to learn. 2 Four basic abilities
children need to succeed in school are taught--
1. Pay attention; respond; follow directions.
2. Be neat; correct; able to read, write, spell, do
arithmetic.
3. Acquire different kinds of concentration--teacher
directed; small-group; independent.
4. Learn susceptibility to classroom rewards. 3
Quay et al4 also have a program to eliminate inappro-
priate behavior and substitute socially productive acts.
lpraru, M. Hewett, Frank D. Taylor, Alfred A. Artuso,
ttThe Santa Monica Project: Evaluation of an Engineered Class-
room Design with Emotionally Disturbed Children," Exceptional
Children 35 (March 1969):523.
2Ibid•
3Frank Taylor, Alfred Artuso, Frank Hewett, Motivating
Reluctant Learners (Denver: Love Publishing Company, 1974).
4Herbert Quay, John S. Werry, Marjorie MCQueen and
Robert L. Sprague, "Remediation of the Conduct Problem Child












They stress individual programming and tutoring plus a
systematic attempt to train the children to attend to. the
teacher in group instructional situation. They reward
successive approximations and work on intermittent rein-
forcement. They specifically teach social skills like how
to greet other children, how to engage in acceptable
activity. They feel the three main areas of a child's
life--family, peer group and school-- should be included in
the ideal therapeutic program.
A five year follow-up study on LD students in a
special class was done by Koppitz. l She showed that a pupills
successful return to a regular class depended as much on
his emotional and social adjustment as on his academic
achievement. Work with parents also proved to be essential.
Perhaps the greatest value of the special classes was
found to be in their ability to modify the pupils! atti-
tudes and self-concepts, to prevent the development or
increase of secondary emotional and behavioral problems,
and to provide a setting where youngsters could exper-
ience success and could progress at their own rate without
undue pressure. As a result, many of the special class
pupils remained in school ~ntil graduation or went into
work-study programs and from there into a job. 'vithout
the specia1classes, they most likely would have become
school dropouts. The importance and the benefits of
the special education program. seemed to lie as much in
its preventive power as in its remedial or corrective
ability. 2
lElizabeth M. Koppitz, Children with LD
Follow-up Study {New York: Grune and Stratton,
2Elizabeth M. Koppitz, tlSpecial Class Pupils with
LD--A Fiye-Year Follow-up Study," Academic Therapy 8 (1972-
1973):139.
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The value of schooling is in how it prepares a
person fqr later in life.
Most ~f our techniques for evaluation lend themselves
to assessing what an individual knows. With the af-
fective domain, what an individual knows may bear
little relationship to what he does. l............
There is a limit to how many dependent people a community
or nation can support. At the present time, the field of Special
Education has identified another category of student with
special needs. In order to serve the student more completely,
the teacher must be aware of !1! their needs, in order to
develop an a~ult motivated to contribute as well as consume.
Summary
This chapter reviewed research. concerned with the
study of motivation as a variable that can affect the
learning process. It described the theories as well as
kinds of activities or rewards that can be employed by
the teacher who seeks to maximize the results of the time
spent with the student who ha~ problems in learning. The
importance of motivation in goal-setting as a component
of remediation in limiting distraction and preventing
learning problems and in efficient problem-solving was
pointed out. The relationship between motivation and
~ary Harbeck, "Instructional Objectives in the





behavior was also explored with the aim of discovering what
motivates the undesirable behaviors so that they may be
reduced or replaced by more desirable behavior. The result
should be a better adjustment to social integration.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
When the author began to investigate the research
which has been done in the area of motivation, she was
immediately impressed with the variety of Usee also's"
that pertain to motivation. The list includes teacher-
pupil relations, parent-child relationships, academic under-
achievement, attention, frustration, attitude, communica-
tion, ego psychology to mention a few.
Motivation is a subject which is pervasive and
affects personal action and decision-making almost
automatically. It is basic to learning. Motivation~
be present in the learning environment.
The next reaction, in beginning this investigation,
was a feeling of being overwhelmed with the vast quantity
of research to be studied. It is a lifetime task. At this
point of concluding this research paper, there is the
feeling that at least this task is begun.
A further realization is that the body of research •
on motivation has no shape or structure. It is amorphous.
Every researcher has a different point of view which
dete~ines that he will investigate a hypothesis that
seems logical to him but does not fill ,in any gap in the




of motivation has no physical form. It has no locus. When
motivation is related to an individual--particularly an
individual as varied and changeable as the student with
problems in learning, the possibility of containing the
knowledge in a precise fashion is remote.
Nevertheless, the attempt has been made to present
what has been learned so that the next researcher who shares
these interests can use the time and effort and begin the
next paper on the next step of the ladder of learning.
If the choice of research presented in this paper
seems too broad or too far removed from the designated
topic, it is because, to this author, that the observation
of motivation in action, involves the total of what an
individual has experienced, based on his given physical and
social structure. Individual differences are real. They
begin with conception. How to deal with these differences
is a topic of neverending fascination for 'the social
scientist. It is hoped that this paper may be a source
,;
of information to others who recognize the necessity of
helping another individual achieve knowledge in order that
each may benefit society as a whole. Individual responsi-
bility is vital to the total scheme. The teacher is in
an eno~ously influential position and if the teacher has
an understanding of motivation and how to generate it in
others (hopefully, for the benefit of others), perhaps the
human race will continue to thrive.
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The bulk of the research pertains to motivation
and its relationship to learning--not specifically to those
with learning problems, for two reasons.
First, those with learning problems are basically
the same as other students. All students have their
problems in learning, to a degree--perhaps not enough
to attract the concern of their teacher, but all students
(even graduate students) vary in individual strengths and
weaknesses in learning. All teachers can benefit from an
awareness of how these differences affect the students'
overt behavior and subjective motivation to learn.
Second, it seems to this author that the basic
research about process difficulties is being done by
psychologists, not educators. The' educators are attempting
to apply the psychologist's research to the classroom.
Most of the research is from a psychologist's concern
with the individual and his behavior--with motivation and
its effect on learning--rather than a focus on learning
problems and how motivation can help the difficulty.
The problem in learning. has been principally
researched in terms of the learner, not the teacher. How-
ever, it is the teacher and her ability to structure an
appropriate learning environment that needs to be explored
and researched and that is the current focus of many
researchers. If the student could learn incidentally or
in spite of the teacher (as so many no~al learners do)
they would not be recognized as having a problem with
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learning. The youngster with difficulty in learning is
dependent on a knowledgable teacher to blaze a trail for
him that he can recognize and follow--who can guide him
by providing a map (structure) and lead him, if necessary;
who can motivate him to follow and be the teacher's companion
on the road to competency in reading, writing and arithmetic.
The LD child has been recognized, defined and isolated.
He has been studied since Strauss and Kephart. There is at
present a national scramble to provide him with teachers.
These teachers are now in a position to experiment in their
classrooms and provide a body o,f knowledge that will help
train ~he future teachers to be aware of what is success-
ful in the school, in tenms of motivation, as well as
academic progress. The teacher must relate research to
the LD even though it is not aimed specifically at the stu-
dent.
It has been pointed out in this paper that lack of .
motivation may be due to anticipation of failure, or
expectation of disapproval, or apprehension which inter-
feres with concentration. An awareness of these factors
by the teacher is only a beginning. The teacher than
has the responsibility of preparing tasks that result in
experiences that will alter these neg.ative learning
attitudes. The teacher can fulfill this responsibility
only by comprehending the student's perception and reaction.
The student is not passive. There must be direct
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communication with him in a way he can comprehend. There
must be contact from h~ to the teacher so he can communi-
cate both his understanding or inadequate comprehension.
The teacher must establish a clear pattern for the student
to indicate his interpretation or perception of her
directions about the task. He must have a clear idea of
~ he should do, ~ he should do it and why he should
do it in order to~ to do it. He may need some help in
assimilating these objectives or acting on them.
Therefore, the teacher who is interested in the
affective area of motivation must have an effective
working knowledge of the principles of learning. There
must be a reason for everything she does--a master plan
based on learning theory so the teacher can motivate the
pupil toward a logical and efficient progression toward
the learning objective.
The teacher's a~ is to motivate toward learning.
Teaching is her means of doing this but there is no
~
guarantee that the student will learn unless the teacher
follows principles o~,learning. The ~eacher may know~
she wants to teach, but she must also know how to teach
it or she may end up teaching something she did not mean
to or would not want to, instead of her defined goal. The
teacher must be more than well-intentioned. The teacher,
herself, must be motivated to use every means at her
disposal to mold the student's environment and make it
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rich in opportunities to learn. She must be a trained
professional or she will lose the audience's interest and
they will turn their thoughts to more interesting activities
or worse, their bodies may begin to fidget and wander.
The teacher who can create a partner$hip with the
student is in a much stronger position in terms of molding
a student's behavior, both in and out of the classroom, than
the teacher who imposes activity on a reluctant student
and ends up having him rebel, when and how he can--in the
halls, the lunchroom or on the playground.
The teacher should motivate a child to do a task
that is designed with his needs in mind. The teacher can
inspire .h~ with a task tailor-made for him, if she uses
what he wants to do and improves on it, channels his overt
activity into a productive, educational task--incorporates
his motivated action (behavior) into a more meaningful
action in terms of a goal--as short term as possible de-
signed (on the spur of the moment, 'if necessary) to pro-
duce a behavioral objective.
Example---if a "student" is .observed tossing a penny
out an open window and ready to toss another--present him
with an empty container at which to aim and count each
one he tosses, pick up the missed ones as they roll; have
them ready for h~ to continue tossing instead of him
frantically searching for his lost money. Anticipate chaos
and structure a lesson in space perception on the spot,
•
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including number concepts, measuring, sound discrimination
I
and whatever else can be created in order to end up with
\
an activity with a goal that can be stated in terms of
a behavioral objective. Rescue the student who is signaling
for help. React to his expressed need instead of thinking
of a personal reaction. One does not save a drowning
swimmer by talking about it, or planning a rescue. It
is necessary to throw him a rope or a life preserver and
pull him in.
As trained lifeguards, as expert swimmers we aim
to teach children to swim ,in the sea of learning who are
afraid of the water. We want to encourage them to play
near the water's edge, learn the body movements, how to
breathe and all the other skills necessary to stay afloat--
with our help and then more independently. We want them
to eventually enjoy their activity in the water because
it is fun for them to develop their proficiency in a sys-
tematic, guided program. A drowning man can be very
dangerous to those nearby. He can be deadly to himself,
as has been demonstrated by the correlations of juvenile
delinquency with learning problems; the functional illiteracy
of the generations who have existed on welfare; and the
economic drain of all the unproductive citizens in our
democracy. Our society has evolved to where we feel guilty





















aware of education's role in serving those who are not able
to learn in the usual group, or incidentally, on their own,
or by willing but unable helpers. Now that the special
needs are recognized and training is available, hopefully
we can reduce the student drowning rate.
The teacher interested in motivation will concen-
trate on establishing readiness to learn for each step in
the task analysis. She must first help the child to relax
in class and be receptive, rather than apprehensive, before
meaningful learning can take place. This research paper
also pointed out that a student's liking for a teacher can
be a motivating factor. The student will perceive the
teacher's assignments of work and desired behavior ~s being
good for him. He will be more cooperative than if he dis-
liked the teacher.
The teacher can help a child learn by conveying her
expectation of his ability to learn. 'By influencing a rise
in his self-concept, he will develop motivation that will
encourage him to acquire info~ation and skills.
The teacher can also assist the child to develop
reflective responses rather than impulsive guesses. A
slow pace of talking and simple language will help the
student who operates with a longer rea~tion time. Have
the student repeat back to you to make sure he understood.
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Train the students to think aloud to develop verbal self-
control. Speech will eventually become internalized and
help the student think quicker.
The teacher can alert the child and prepare h~ to
respond to a signal or instruction. Research shows that
it is best to vary the pace in order to ho14 attention.
Other ways that the teacher can help a child focus on a
task is to give him a clear assignment, one step at a time,
if necessary. Reduce the amount of work on a page by
folding it ~nto columns so the student can do one column
of work at a time, rather than the whole page.
In order to use the child1s natural learning style,
and el~inate the problem of having to sit still, the
teacher should channel hyperactive body movement into a
produc~ive learning task using ~otor activity. Have a
motor component·· of almost any task. Use concrete materials.
Avoid as much as possible mere looking or listening unless
it"appears that you are introducing a distraction. The
"teacher should have the child use his entire body to per-
ceive and reduce the necessity to manipulate verbal and
numerical symbols.
The teacher should attempt to have the student set
a goal for himself--one that he can achieve in his usual
attention span. Such assignments can gradually expand in
length so the student is motivated to lengthen his own
•
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attention span. By achieving success in activities within
the classroom, even if not directly in classwork, the
student's interest can be fostered in manipulation, curiosity,
activity and achievement. The teacher can strive for the
.learner's absorption in his task in order to reduce sus-
ceptibility to distraction and improve his attitude toward
school.
It is important for the student to know as soon as
possible if his work is accurate. Research shows that the
receiving of precise knowledge of how to improve performance
will help to maintain his interest in the task and enhance
his self-esteem. The teacher can encourage the child to
structure himself and learn independence and to solve
problems on his own by enabling him to check his 'work
against a master sheet on the bulletin board. He can mark
correct problems and have his persistence and independent
action be reinforced. The teacher' can then see' if he finds
his own mistakes and will have time to help others as well as
give him the precise teaching he needs at that point. He
will give himself credit for work done,. maintain his atten~
tion in the talk and the teacher will avoid distracting the
student by interrupting him while he is working, since she
does not have to check his work immediately. He can do this
himself. This has the advantage of programmed material in
freeing the teacher's t~e and yet maintains the personal
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contact and teacher awareness of when other activities
need· to be injected for reinforcement and expansion of
concepts.
Research has established that the teacher's primary
duty is to manage behavior. This is the job she does most
often. It should also be the job she does best. "Poor
motivation" on the student's part may be directly related
to poor behavior management or poor lesson planning or
poor task analysis on the teacher's part.
The argument about whether the student should ex-
perience difficulty and then achieve success--or--experience
success as a result of errorless learning can be tested
in the classroom for each individual. Perhaps the
teacher'will find that each student responds in his own
way to the challenge of learning and may need both methods,
depending on the particular task and the student's ability
in that area.
Knowledge of research will enable the teacher con-
fronted with a frustrated student to understand and per-
haps ascertain the causes and remediate them to some extent.
The teacher should not hold the individual st~dent per-
sonally responsible for how he behaves. She must be con-
sistent in setting up a task the pupil can accomplish.
The teacher is in a position to ameliorate the problem or
increase it through her expectations communiqated to the
student through her tone of voice" smile or display of
•
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interest. She must be aware that students with verbal
learning problems rely on nonverbal communication. Students
with nonverbal learning problems rely on verbal communica-
tion to guide their nonverbal behavior. The teacher must
be alert to the student's difficulty in expressing his
feelings or interpreting the feelings of people around him.
The teacher has the responsibility of preparing the
type and modality of task that the student requires for
efficient learning. She also has the responsibility of
eliminating the type and modality of distraction that wou1d •
interfere with the task, such as avoiding reading aloud
when someone is reading silently. She must keep in mind
the higher error rate and longer response t~e typical
of students with learning problems. The teacher must also
keep in mind the factors of attention:
1. Clairty (Isolate from the background field)
2. Intensity (Moderate is best)
3. Novelty (To attract attention and concentration)
4. Associations (Affective relevance in t~e or space)
The teacher should fonm the habit of accomodating to possible
receptive language deficits and speak slowly, clearly and





The author did not go into great detail on operant
conditioning techniques since that is another vast area
to explore but does suggest that a clear understanding or
the principles involved will enable the teacher to respond
to a situation that demands immediate action. The oppor-
tunity to influence a student when he is most receptive
leaves no tLme for the teacher to look up her response
in a text. The response must be spontaneous based on the
teacher understanding of what will be effective under the
given circumstances. This involves knowledge of behavior
modification, the Premack principle, the hierarchy of
Affective and Cognitive Taxonomy of Behavioral Objectives
to mention a few terms. The trained teacher will then be
in a position to recognize an opportunity to motivate a
s~udent based on:
1. what is happening in the classroom at that moment;
2. the student's immediate readiness to learn;
~
3. the teacher's ability to take advantage of a
spontaneous situation.·
The use of contingency rewards and all of the other
successful techniques of behavior modification take.practice
in implementing them to fit specific students. Under many
circumstances the teacher must react quickly. The decision
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making process must be programmed toward the long term
lesson that is being taught, as well as toward resolving
the immediate crisis. Knowledge of motivation should
assist the teacher to be consistent, to be ~ model for her
students. For example, if you really believe that it is
better to aim for success rather than to avoid failure,
then ~agine that you are confronted by a child who wants
to draw a tree on the blackboard and asks for brown chalk
(which you cannot find in the colored chalk supply and
cannot creat~ on the "green" board by overlaying all the
available chalk colors. Instead of concentrating on
locating brown, (avoiding failure), strive to have the
student draw a tree. Ask, "What kind of tree has bark that
is not brown? Indians used its bark to make canoes. What
color will draw that tree?" "Whiteln Hopefully, the stu-
dent can answer your questions and is satisfied to have
a birch tree in his picture.
Behavior modification is a way to el~inate a problem
directly. Anticipating and a~oiding problems can be an
indirect source of long and short tenm goals for the students,
a reason to do task analysis and lesson planning. One
common problem faced by students occurs when"meeting and
associating with new people. A student can learn and prac~
tice this skill in the classroom--with his teacher, his
classmates, with other people the teacher brings into the
classroom such as Aides, parents, Crossage Tutors, other
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teachers outside the classroom such as music, gym, library,
reading resource, other classes you associate with as a
group--on a field trip or when watching a tv program.
An ongoing unit can be planned in order to be ready when
the social occasion arises. With the teacher1s help, the
student can learn to be comfortable with, other people
because he knows what to expect and what is expected of
h~ in return. He will have been alerted to what is
potentially an awkward situation and will be attentive to
cues concerning his behavior. Thus, he will be more calm
and ready to learn from his encounter. His behavior will
make him receptive to learning in the new environment.
His teacher, because of her concern with motivation will
have prepared her student in his attitude and interest as
well as in his cognitive knowledge about the experience.
There seems to be no reason to ignore this aspect of
learning and perhaps every reason to include it· in preparing
a lesson.
The student is the final judge of the effectiveness
of the teacher or school. The responsibility of the teacher
should include knowledge about motivation and its effect
on learning since the teacher must st~ulate some students
to learn who may be motivated to avoid learning~
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Summary
In this chapter, the personal learning as a result
of reviewing the research described in Chapter II was
shared with the reader.
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